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APPLICATION WRAPPING FOR 
APPLICATION MANAGEMENT 

FRAMEWORK 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 61/825,384, filed May 20, 2013, 
and entitled 'Application Development, Distribution, and 
Execution.” and to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. 
No. 61/714,469, filed Oct. 16, 2012, and entitled, “Policy 
Based Control of a Managed Application Derived from an 
Unmanaged Application, each of which are incorporated by 
reference in their entirety in this disclosure. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 Aspects described herein generally relate to soft 
ware applications for mobile devices and other computing 
devices. More specifically, certain aspects described herein 
provide approaches for developing, distributing, and execut 
ing applications 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Mobile devices, such as smart phones, personal 
digital assistants, tablet computers, other types of mobile 
computing devices, are becoming increasingly popular. 
Mobile devices are used in personal and business settings for 
a variety of purposes. Users of mobile devices may want their 
devices to be personal and interactive, and suitable both as 
personal consumer devices and as business devices, and will 
often customize their mobile devices by installing various 
mobile software applications Suitable to their purposes. 
Mobile software applications are developed and distributed 
from a variety of different sources, such as companies devel 
oping mobile business applications for their employees, or 
independent software vendors (ISVs) developing mobile con 
Sumer applications for public consumers. Software applica 
tions may be published and distributed through application 
stores, such as public application stores or non-public enter 
prise application stores. 

BRIEF SUMMARY 

0004. The following presents a simplified summary of 
various aspects described herein. This Summary is not an 
extensive overview, and is not intended to identify key or 
critical elements. The following Summary merely presents 
Some concepts in a simplified form as an introductory prelude 
to the more detailed description provided below. 
0005 To overcome limitations in the prior art described 
above, and to overcome other limitations that will be apparent 
upon reading and understanding the present specification, 
aspects described herein are directed towards modifying soft 
ware components, such as native mobile applications or a 
template applications, into managed mobile applications. 
Metadata associated with the managed mobile application 
may be generated, and the managed mobile applications and 
associated metadata may be provided to users via one or more 
application stores. In certain examples, a native mobile appli 
cation may be modified into a managed mobile application by 
determining a structure of the native mobile application, and 
inserting code into the native mobile application, and rebuild 
ing the native mobile application. In some examples, a tem 
plate application, such as a web application template or a 
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hosted enterprise application template, also may be modified 
into a managed mobile application and customized for spe 
cific uses and purposes. 
0006 According to additional aspects, a managed mobile 
application may be provided to a first application store. Such 
as a public application store, and the metadata associated with 
the managed mobile application may be provided to second 
application store, such as an enterprise application store. 
According to further aspects, managed mobile applications 
and/or associated metadata may be retrieved (e.g., down 
loaded) by mobile devices from one or more application 
stores, such as public application stores and enterprise appli 
cation stores. In certain examples, a mobile device may 
retrieve metadata associated with a managed mobile applica 
tion from an enterprise application store, and may use the 
metadata to retrieve the managed mobile application from a 
public application store. 
0007. In accordance with one or more aspects, a stub for a 
proxy of an operating system (OS) application program inter 
face (API) call may be generated. Policy enforcement logic 
may be inserted into the stub for the proxy of the OS API call. 
Code of an application may be parsed to identify one or more 
calls corresponding to the OS API call. The one or more calls 
corresponding to the OS API call may be replaced with a 
reference to the stub for the proxy of the OS API call. In some 
embodiments, at least a portion of the code of the application 
and code comprising the policy enforcement logic may be 
merged into a common file. 
0008. In some embodiments, parsing the code of the appli 
cation to identify the one or more calls corresponding to the 
OS API call may include parsing bytecode of the application 
to identify one or more portions of the bytecode of the appli 
cation that correspond to the OS API call. The bytecode of the 
application may be configured for execution by a process 
virtual machine run on the OS. 

0009. In some embodiments, the OS API call may be a call 
to a method of the OS API, and the proxy for the OS API call 
may include a call corresponding to the method of the OS 
API. In Such embodiments, the policy enforcement logic may 
include one or more conditions for determining whether the 
call corresponding to the method of the OS API should be 
invoked. The stub for the proxy of the OS API call may have 
a return type that corresponds to a return type of the OS API 
call and/or one or more parameters that correspond to param 
eters of the OS API call. The application may invoke the 
reference to the stub for the proxy of the OS API call. A value 
for each of the one or more parameters corresponding to 
parameters of the OS API call may be received from the 
application. A device running the OS and the application may 
execute the policy enforcement logic to determine whether 
the call corresponding to the method of the OS API should be 
invoked. In response to determining that the call correspond 
ing to the method of the OS API should be invoked, the call 
corresponding to the method of the OS API may be invoked. 
The value for each of the one or more parameters correspond 
ing to parameters of the OS API call may be passed to the 
method of the OS API, and a value of the return type of the OS 
API call may be received from the method of the OS API. The 
value of the return type of the OS API call may be returned to 
the application by the proxy of the OS API call. In response to 
determining that the call corresponding to the method of the 
OS API should not be invoked, the call corresponding to the 
method of the OS API may fail to be invoked, the value for 
each of the one or more parameters corresponding to param 
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eters of the OS API call may fail to be passed to the method of 
the OS API, and a predetermined value of the return type of 
the OS API call may be returned to the application by the 
proxy of the OS API call. 
0010. In some embodiments, the OS API call may be a call 

to a class oftheOS API, and the proxy for the OS API call may 
include a call to a class that extends the class of the OS API. 
The application may invoke the reference to the stub for the 
proxy of the OS API call, and an instance of the class that 
extends the class of the OS API may be instantiated. The class 
that extends the OS API may include an instance of the class 
of the OS API and the policy enforcement logic. The policy 
enforcement logic may include one or more conditions for 
determining whether a call to a method of the instance of the 
class of the OS API should be invoked. A device running the 
OS and the application may execute the policy enforcement 
logic to determine whether the call to the method of the 
instance of the class of the OS API should be invoked. In 
response to determining that the call to the method of the 
instance of the class of the OS API should be invoked, the 
method of the instance of the class of the OS API may be 
invoked. In response to determining that the call to the 
method of the instance of the class of the OS API should not 
be invoked, the method of the instance of the class of the OS 
API may fail to be invoked. 
0011. In some embodiments, the policy enforcement logic 
may include one or more calls to a policy enforcement class 
that includes one or more methods for determining whether a 
call by the application to the OS API should be invoked. The 
method(s) for determining whether the call by the application 
to the OS API should be invoked may include a method for 
determining whether a call by the application to the OS API 
for cutting, copying, or pasting data to or from a clipboard of 
the OS should be invoked. Additionally or alternatively, the 
method(s) for determining whether the call by the application 
to the OS API should be invoked may include a method for 
determining whether a call by the application to the OS API 
for browsing to a specified uniform resource locator (URL) 
should be invoked, a method for determining whether a call 
by the application to the OS API for geographical location 
information accessible to the OS, camera data accessible to 
the OS, or microphone data accessible to the OS should be 
invoked, and/or a method for determining whether a call by 
the application to the OS API for composing an email mes 
sage or a short messaging service (SMS) message should be 
invoked. 

0012. These and additional aspects will be appreciated 
with the benefit of the disclosures discussed in further detail 
below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0013. A more complete understanding of aspects 
described herein and the advantages thereof may be acquired 
by referring to the following description in consideration of 
the accompanying drawings, in which like reference numbers 
indicate like features, and wherein: 
0014 FIG.1 depicts an illustrative computer system archi 
tecture that may be used in accordance with one or more 
illustrative aspects described herein. 
0015 FIG. 2 depicts an illustrative remote-access system 
architecture that may be used in accordance with one or more 
illustrative aspects described herein. 
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0016 FIG. 3 depicts an illustrative enterprise mobility 
management system in accordance with one or more illustra 
tive aspects described herein. 
0017 FIG. 4 depicts another illustrative enterprise mobil 
ity management system in accordance with one or more illus 
trative aspects described herein. 
0018 FIG. 5 is a diagram showing an example process of 
creating and distributing a managed mobile application and 
associated metadata to one or more application stores, in 
accordance with one or more illustrative aspects described 
herein. 
0019 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating an example 
process of building and distributing a managed mobile appli 
cation and associated metadata to one or more application 
stores, in accordance with one or more illustrative aspects 
described herein. 
0020 FIG. 7 is a diagram showing an example process of 
providing a managed mobile application to a mobile device, 
in accordance with one or more illustrative aspects described 
herein. 
0021 FIGS. 8 and 9 are diagrams showing example com 
puting environments and processes of providing managed 
mobile applications to mobile devices, in accordance with 
one or more illustrative aspects described herein. 
0022 FIG. 10 is a flow diagram illustrating an example 
process for wrapping an application for an application man 
agement framework, in accordance with one or more illustra 
tive aspects described herein. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0023. In the following description of the various embodi 
ments, reference is made to the accompanying drawingsiden 
tified above and which form a part hereof, and in which is 
shown by way of illustration various embodiments in which 
aspects described herein may be practiced. It is to be under 
stood that other embodiments may be utilized and structural 
and functional modifications may be made without departing 
from the scope described herein. Various aspects are capable 
of other embodiments and of being practiced or being carried 
out in various different ways. 
0024. As a general introduction to the subject matter 
described in more detail below, aspects described herein are 
directed towards developing, modifying, and distributing 
Software applications for enterprise systems. Software com 
ponents, such as native mobile applications or template appli 
cations, may be modified into managed mobile applications, 
and metadata associated with the managed mobile applica 
tions may be generated. The managed mobile applications 
and associated metadata may be provided various application 
stores, such as public application stores and/or enterprise 
application stores. From the application stores, the managed 
mobile applications and/or associated metadata may be 
retrieved by mobile devices, and may be executed as managed 
applications in an enterprise system. 
0025. It is to be understood that the phraseology and ter 
minology used herein are for the purpose of description and 
should not be regarded as limiting. Rather, the phrases and 
terms used herein are to be given their broadest interpretation 
and meaning. The use of “including and "comprising and 
variations thereof is meant to encompass the items listed 
thereafter and equivalents thereofas well as additional items 
and equivalents thereof. The use of the terms “mounted.” 
“connected.” “coupled.” “positioned.” “engaged' and similar 
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terms, is meant to include both direct and indirect mounting, 
connecting, coupling, positioning and engaging. 

0026 
0027 Computer software, hardware, and networks may be 
utilized in a variety of different system environments, includ 
ing standalone, networked, remote-access (aka, remote desk 
top), virtualized, and/or cloud-based environments, among 
others. FIG. 1 illustrates one example of a system architecture 
and data processing device that may be used to implement one 
or more illustrative aspects described herein in a standalone 
and/or networked environment. Various network nodes 103, 
105, 107, and 109 may be interconnected via a wide area 
network (WAN) 101, such as the Internet. Other networks 
may also or alternatively be used, including private intranets, 
corporate networks, LANs, metropolitan area networks 
(MAN) wireless networks, personal networks (PAN), and the 
like. Network 101 is for illustration purposes and may be 
replaced with fewer or additional computer networks. A local 
area network (LAN) may have one or more of any known 
LAN topology and may use one or more of a variety of 
different protocols, such as Ethernet. Devices 103,105,107, 
109 and other devices (not shown) may be connected to one or 
more of the networks via twisted pair wires, coaxial cable, 
fiber optics, radio waves or other communication media. 
0028. The term “network” as used herein and depicted in 
the drawings refers not only to systems in which remote 
storage devices are coupled together via one or more com 
munication paths, but also to stand-alone devices that may be 
coupled, from time to time, to Such systems that have storage 
capability. Consequently, the term “network” includes not 
only a “physical network” but also a “content network.” 
which is comprised of the data—attributable to a single 
entity—which resides across all physical networks. 
0029. The components may include data server 103, web 
server 105, and client computers 107, 109. Data server 103 
provides overall access, control and administration of data 
bases and control software for performing one or more illus 
trative aspects describe herein. Data server 103 may be con 
nected to web server 105 through which users interact with 
and obtain data as requested. Alternatively, data server 103 
may act as a web server itself and be directly connected to the 
Internet. Data server 103 may be connected to web server 105 
through the network 101 (e.g., the Internet), via direct or 
indirect connection, or via Some other network. Users may 
interact with the data server 103 using remote computers 107. 
109, e.g., using a web browser to connect to the data server 
103 via one or more externally exposed web sites hosted by 
web server 105. Client computers 107, 109 may be used in 
concert with data server 103 to access data stored therein, or 
may be used for other purposes. For example, from client 
device 107 a user may access web server 105 using an Internet 
browser, as is known in the art, or by executing a Software 
application that communicates with web server 105 and/or 
data server 103 over a computer network (such as the Inter 
net). 
0030 Servers and applications may be combined on the 
same physical machines, and retain separate virtual or logical 
addresses, or may reside on separate physical machines. FIG. 
1 illustrates just one example of a network architecture that 
may be used, and those of skill in the art will appreciate that 
the specific network architecture and data processing devices 
used may vary, and are secondary to the functionality that 
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they provide, as further described herein. For example, ser 
vices provided by web server 105 and data server 103 may be 
combined on a single server. 
0031. Each component 103, 105, 107, 109 may be any 
type of known computer, server, or data processing device. 
Data server 103, e.g., may include a processor 111 controlling 
overall operation of the rate server 103. Data server 103 may 
further include RAM 113, ROM 115, network interface 117, 
input/output interfaces 119 (e.g., keyboard, mouse, display, 
printer, etc.), and memory 121. I/O 119 may include a variety 
of interface units and drives for reading, writing, displaying, 
and/or printing data or files. Memory 121 may further store 
operating system software 123 for controlling overall opera 
tion of the data processing device 103, control logic 125 for 
instructing data server 103 to perform aspects described 
herein, and other application Software 127 providing second 
ary, Support, and/or other functionality which may or may not 
be used in conjunction with aspects described herein. The 
control logic may also be referred to herein as the data server 
software 125. Functionality of the data server software may 
refer to operations or decisions made automatically based on 
rules coded into the control logic, made manually by a user 
providing input into the system, and/or a combination of 
automatic processing based on user input (e.g., queries, data 
updates, etc.). 
0032 Memory 121 may also store data used in perfor 
mance of one or more aspects described herein, including a 
first database 129 and a second database 131. In some 
embodiments, the first database may include the second data 
base (e.g., as a separate table, report, etc.). That is, the infor 
mation can be stored in a single database, or separated into 
different logical, virtual, or physical databases, depending on 
system design. Devices 105, 107, 109 may have similar or 
differentarchitecture as described with respect to device 103. 
Those of skill in the art will appreciate that the functionality 
of data processing device 103 (or device 105, 107, 109) as 
described herein may be spread across multiple data process 
ing devices, for example, to distribute processing load across 
multiple computers, to segregate transactions based on geo 
graphic location, user access level, quality of service (QoS). 
etc. 

0033. One or more aspects may be embodied in computer 
usable or readable data and/or computer-executable instruc 
tions, such as in one or more program modules, executed by 
one or more computers or other devices as described herein. 
Generally, program modules include routines, programs, 
objects, components, data structures, etc. that perform par 
ticular tasks or implement particular abstract data types when 
executed by a processor in a computer or other device. The 
modules may be written in a source code programming lan 
guage that is Subsequently compiled for execution, or may be 
written in a scripting language Such as (but not limited to) 
HTML or XML. The computer executable instructions may 
be stored on a computer readable medium Such as a nonvola 
tile storage device. Any Suitable computer readable storage 
media may be utilized, including hard disks, CD-ROMs, opti 
cal storage devices, magnetic storage devices, and/or any 
combination thereof. In addition, various transmission (non 
storage) media representing data or events as described herein 
may be transferred between a source and a destination in the 
form of electromagnetic waves traveling through signal-con 
ducting media Such as metal wires, optical fibers, and/or 
wireless transmission media (e.g., air and/or space). Various 
aspects described herein may be embodied as a method, a data 
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processing system, or a computer program product. There 
fore, various functionalities may be embodied in whole or in 
part in software, firmware and/or hardware or hardware 
equivalents such as integrated circuits, field programmable 
gate arrays (FPGA), and the like. Particular data structures 
may be used to more effectively implement one or more 
aspects described herein, and Such data structures are con 
templated within the scope of computer executable instruc 
tions and computer-usable data described herein 
0034. With further reference to FIG. 2, one or more 
aspects described herein may be implemented in a remote 
access environment. FIG. 2 depicts an example system archi 
tecture including a generic computing device 201 in an illus 
trative computing environment 200 that may be used 
according to one or more illustrative aspects described herein. 
For example, generic computing device 201 may be used as a 
server 206a in a single-server or multi-server desktop virtu 
alization system (e.g., a remote access or cloud system) con 
figured to provide virtual machines for client access devices. 
The generic computing device 201 may have a processor 203 
for controlling overall operation of the server and its associ 
ated components, including random access memory (RAM) 
205, read-only memory (ROM) 207, input/output (I/O) mod 
ule 209, and memory 215. 
0035) I/O module 209 may include a mouse, keypad, 
touch screen, Scanner, optical reader, and/or stylus (or other 
input device(s)) through which a user of generic computing 
device 201 may provide input, and may also include one or 
more of a speaker for providing audio output and a video 
display device for providing textual, audiovisual, and/or 
graphical output. Software may be stored within memory 215 
and/or other storage to provide instructions to processor 203 
for configuring generic computing device 201 into a special 
purpose computing device in order to perform various func 
tions as described herein. For example, memory 215 may 
store software used by the computing device 201, Such as an 
operating system 217, application programs 219, and an asso 
ciated database 221. 
0036 Computing device 201 may operate in a networked 
environment Supporting connections to one or more remote 
computers, such as terminals 240 (also referred to as client 
devices). The terminals 240 may be personal computers, 
mobile devices, laptop computers, tablets, or servers that 
include many or all of the elements described above with 
respect to the generic computing device 103 or 201. The 
network connections depicted in FIG. 2 include a local area 
network (LAN) 225 and a wide area network (WAN) 229, but 
may also include other networks. When used in a LAN net 
working environment, computing device 201 may be con 
nected to the LAN 225 through a network interface or adapter 
223. When used in a WAN networking environment, comput 
ing device 201 may include a modem 227 or other wide area 
network interface for establishing communications over the 
WAN 229, such as computer network 230 (e.g., the Internet). 
It will be appreciated that the network connections shown are 
illustrative and other means of establishing a communica 
tions link between the computers may be used. Computing 
device 201 and/or terminals 240 may also be mobile terminals 
(e.g., mobile phones, Smartphones, PDAs, notebooks, etc.) 
including various other components, such as a battery, 
speaker, and antennas (not shown). 
0037 Aspects described herein may also be operational 
with numerous other general purpose or special purpose com 
puting system environments or configurations. Examples of 
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other computing systems, environments, and/or configura 
tions that may be suitable for use with aspects described 
herein include, but are not limited to, personal computers, 
server computers, hand-held or laptop devices, multiproces 
Sor systems, microprocessor-based systems, set top boxes, 
programmable consumer electronics, network PCs, mini 
computers, mainframe computers, distributed computing 
environments that include any of the above systems or 
devices, and the like. 
0038. As shown in FIG. 2, one or more client devices 240 
may be in communication with one or more servers 206a 
206n (generally referred to herein as “server(s) 206'). In one 
embodiment, the computing environment 200 may include a 
network appliance installed between the server(s) 206 and 
client machine(s) 240. The network appliance may manage 
client/server connections, and in Some cases can load balance 
client connections amongst a plurality of backend servers 
206. 

0039. The client machine(s) 240 may in some embodi 
ments be referred to as a single client machine 240 or a single 
group of client machines 240, while server(s) 206 may be 
referred to as a single server 206 or a single group of servers 
206. In one embodiment a single client machine 240 commu 
nicates with more than one server 206, while in another 
embodiment a single server 206 communicates with more 
than one client machine 240. In yet another embodiment, a 
single client machine 240 communicates with a single server 
206. 

0040. A client machine 240 can, in Some embodiments, be 
referenced by any one of the following non-exhaustive terms: 
client machine(s); client(s); client computer(s); client device 
(s); client computing device(s): local machine; remote 
machine; client node(s); endpoint(s); or endpoint node(s). 
The server 206, in some embodiments, may be referenced by 
any one of the following non-exhaustive terms: server(s), 
local machine; remote machine; server farm(s), or host com 
puting device(s). 
0041. In one embodiment, the client machine 240 may be 
a virtual machine. The virtual machine may be any virtual 
machine, while in Some embodiments the virtual machine 
may be any virtual machine managed by a Type 1 or Type 2 
hypervisor, for example, a hypervisor developed by Citrix 
Systems, IBM, VMware, or any other hypervisor. In some 
aspects, the virtual machine may be managed by a hypervisor, 
while in aspects the virtual machine may be managed by a 
hypervisor executing on a server 206 or a hypervisor execut 
ing on a client 240. 
0042. Some embodiments include a client device 240 that 
displays application output generated by an application 
remotely executing on a server 206 or other remotely located 
machine. In these embodiments, the client device 240 may 
execute an application management agent (or client agent 
program or application) to display the output in an application 
window, a browser, or other output window. In one example, 
the application is a desktop, while in other examples the 
application is an application that generates or presents a desk 
top. A desktop may include a graphical shell providing a user 
interface for an instance of an operating system in which local 
and/or remote applications can be integrated. Applications, as 
used herein, are programs that execute after an instance of an 
operating system (and, optionally, also the desktop) has been 
loaded. 

0043. The server 206, in some embodiments, uses a 
remote presentation protocol or other program to send data to 
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a thin-client or remote-display application executing on the 
client to present display output generated by an application 
executing on the server 206. The thin-client or remote-display 
protocol can be any one of the following non-exhaustive list 
of protocols: the Independent Computing Architecture (ICA) 
protocol developed by Citrix Systems, Inc. of Ft. Lauderdale, 
Fla.; or the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) manufactured by 
the Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, Wash. 
0044. A remote computing environment may include 
more than one server 206a-206n such that the servers 206a 
206n are logically grouped together into a server farm 206, for 
example, in a cloud computing environment. The server farm 
206 may include servers 206 that are geographically dis 
persed while and logically grouped together, or servers 206 
that are located proximate to each other while logically 
grouped together. Geographically dispersed servers 206a 
206n within a server farm 206 can, in some embodiments, 
communicate using a WAN (wide), MAN (metropolitan), or 
LAN (local), where different geographic regions can be char 
acterized as: different continents; different regions of a con 
tinent; different countries; different states; different cities; 
different campuses; different rooms; or any combination of 
the preceding geographical locations. In some embodiments 
the server farm 206 may be administered as a single entity, 
while in other embodiments the server farm 206 can include 
multiple server farms. 
0045. In some embodiments, a server farm may include 
servers 206 that execute a substantially similar type of oper 
ating system platform (e.g., WINDOWS, UNIX, LINUX, 
iOS, ANDROID, SYMBIAN, etc.) In other embodiments, 
server farm 206 may include a first group of one or more 
servers that execute a first type of operating system platform, 
and a second group of one or more servers that execute a 
second type of operating system platform. 
0046 Server 206 may be configured as any type of server, 
as needed, e.g., a file server, an application server, a web 
server, a proxy server, an appliance, a network appliance, a 
gateway, an application gateway, a gateway server, a virtual 
ization server, a deployment server, a SSL VPN server, a 
firewall, a web server, an application server or as a master 
application server, a server executing an active directory, or a 
server executing an application acceleration program that 
provides firewall functionality, application functionality, or 
load balancing functionality. Other server types may also be 
used. 

0047. Some embodiments include a first server 206a that 
receives requests from a client machine 240, forwards the 
request to a second server 206b, and responds to the request 
generated by the client machine 240 with a response from the 
second server 206b. First server 206a may acquire an enu 
meration of applications available to the client machine 240 
and well as address information associated with an applica 
tion server 206 hosting an application identified within the 
enumeration of applications. First server 206a can then 
present a response to the client’s request using a web inter 
face, and communicate directly with the client 240 to provide 
the client 240 with access to an identified application. One or 
more clients 240 and/or one or more servers 206 may transmit 
data over network 230, e.g., network 101. 
0048 FIG.2 shows a high-levelarchitecture which may be 
illustrative of a desktop virtualization system. As shown, the 
desktop virtualization system may be single-server or multi 
server system, or cloud system, including at least one virtu 
alization server 206 configured to provide virtual desktops 
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and/or virtual applications to one or more client access 
devices 240. As used herein, a desktop refers to a graphical 
environment or space in which one or more applications may 
be hosted and/or executed. A desktop may include a graphical 
shell providing a user interface for an instance of an operating 
system in which local and/or remote applications can be 
integrated. Applications may include programs that execute 
after an instance of an operating system (and, optionally, also 
the desktop) has been loaded. Each instance of the operating 
system may be physical (e.g., one operating system per 
device) or virtual (e.g., many instances of an OS running on a 
single device). Each application may be executed on a local 
device, or executed on a remotely located device (e.g., 
remoted). 
0049. When utilized in a desktop virtualization system, 
server 206 may be configured as virtualization server in a 
virtualization environment, for example, a single-server, 
multi-server, or cloud computing environment. In Such 
embodiments, the virtualization server 206 may include a 
hardware layer including one or more physical disks, physical 
devices, physical processors, and physical memories. The 
memory 215 of the virtualization server 206 may include 
firmware, an operating system, and a hypervisor (e.g., a Type 
1 or Type 2 hypervisor) configured to create and manage any 
number of virtual machines. A virtual machine is a set of 
executable instructions that, when executed by a processor, 
imitate the operation of a physical computer Such that the 
virtual machine can execute programs and processes much 
like a physical computing device. The hypervisor may pro 
vide each virtual machine with a virtual view of the physical 
hardware, memory, processor and other system resources 
available to that virtual machine. 

0050. Some aspects described herein may be implemented 
in a cloud-based environment. In Such environments, client 
devices 240 may communicate with one or more cloud man 
agement servers 206 to access the computing resources (e.g., 
host servers, storage resources, and network resources) of the 
cloud system. Cloud management servers 206 may manage 
various computing resources, including cloud hardware and 
Software resources, and may provide user interfaces through 
which cloud operators and cloud customers may interact with 
the cloud system. For example, management servers 206 may 
provide a set of APIs and/or one or more cloud operator 
console applications (e.g., web-based or standalone applica 
tions) with user interfaces to allow cloud operators to manage 
the cloud resources, configure the virtualization layer, man 
age customer accounts, and perform other cloud administra 
tion tasks. Management servers 206 also may include a set of 
APIs and/or one or more customer console applications with 
user interfaces configured to receive cloud computing 
requests from end users via client computers 240, for 
example, requests to create, modify, or destroy virtual 
machines within the cloud. Client computers 240 may con 
nect to management server 206 via the Internet or other com 
munication network, and may request access to one or more 
of the computing resources managed by management server 
206. In response to client requests, the management server 
206 may include a resource manager configured to select and 
provision physical resources in the hardware layer of the 
cloud system based on the client requests. For example, the 
management server 206 and additional components of the 
cloud system may be configured to provision, create, and 
manage virtual machines and their operating environments 
(e.g., hypervisors, storage resources, services offered by the 
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network elements, etc.) for customers at client computers 
240, over a network (e.g., the Internet), providing customers 
with computational resources, data storage services, net 
working capabilities, and computer platform and application 
Support. Cloud systems also may be configured to provide 
various specific services, including security systems, devel 
opment environments, user interfaces, and the like. 
0051 Cloud computing environments also may include 
virtualization layer with additional hardware and/or software 
resources configured to create and manage virtual machines 
and provide other services to customers using the physical 
resources in the cloud. The virtualization layer may include 
hypervisors, as described above, along with other compo 
nents to provide network virtualizations, storage virtualiza 
tions, etc. The virtualization layer may be as a separate layer 
from the physical resource layer, or may share some or all of 
the same hardware and/or software resources with the physi 
cal resource layer. 
0052 Enterprise Mobility Management Architecture 
0053 FIG.3 represents an enterprise mobility technical 
architecture 300 for use in a BYOD environment. The archi 
tecture enables a user of a mobile device 302 to both access 
enterprise or personal resources from a mobile device 302and 
use the mobile device 302 for personal use. The user may 
access Such enterprise resources 304 or enterprise services 
308 using a mobile device 302 that is purchased by the user or 
a mobile device 302 that is provided by the enterprise to the 
user. The user may utilize the mobile device 302 for business 
use only or for business and personal use. The mobile device 
may run an iOS operating system, Android operating system, 
and/or the like. The enterprise may choose to implement 
policies to manage the mobile device 304. The policies may 
be implanted through a firewall orgateway in Such a way that 
the mobile device may be identified, secured or security veri 
fied, and provided selective or full access to the enterprise 
resources. The policies may be mobile device management 
policies, mobile application management policies, mobile 
data management policies, or some combination of mobile 
device, application, and data management policies. A mobile 
device 304 that is managed through the application of mobile 
device management policies may be referred to as an enrolled 
device or a managed device. 
0054. In some embodiments, the operating system of the 
mobile device may be separated into a managed partition 310 
and an unmanaged partition 312. The managed partition 310 
may have policies applied to it to secure the applications 
running on and data stored in the managed partition. In other 
embodiments, all applications may execute in accordance 
with a set of one or more policy files received separate from 
the application, and which define one or more security param 
eters, features, resource restrictions, and/or other access con 
trols that are enforced by the mobile device management 
system when that application is executing on the device. By 
operating in accordance with their respective policy file(s), 
each application may be allowed or restricted from commu 
nications with one or more other applications and/or 
resources, thereby creating a virtual partition. Thus, as used 
herein, a partition may refer to a physically partitioned por 
tion of memory (physical partition), a logically partitioned 
portion of memory (logical partition), and/or a virtual parti 
tion created as a result of enforcement of one or more policies 
and/or policy files across multiple apps as described herein 
(virtual partition). Stated differently, by enforcing policies on 
managed apps, those apps may be restricted to only be able to 
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communicate with other managed apps and trusted enterprise 
resources, thereby creating a virtual partition that is impen 
etrable by unmanaged apps and devices. 
0055. The applications running on the managed partition 
may be secure applications. The secure applications may be 
email applications, web browsing applications, Software-as 
a-service (SaaS) access applications, Windows Application 
access applications, and the like. The secure applications may 
be secure native applications 314, secure remote applications 
322 executed by a secure application launcher 318, virtual 
ization applications 326 executed by a secure application 
launcher 318, and the like. The secure native applications 314 
may be wrapped by a secure application wrapper 320. The 
secure application wrapper 320 may include integrated poli 
cies that are executed on the mobile device 302 when the 
secure native application is executed on the device. The 
secure application wrapper 320 may include meta-data that 
points the secure native application 314 running on the 
mobile device 302 to the resources hosted at the enterprise 
that the secure native application 314 may require to complete 
the task requested upon execution of the secure native appli 
cation 314. The secure remote applications 322 executed by a 
secure application launcher 318 may be executed within the 
secure application launcher application 318. The virtualiza 
tion applications 326 executed by a secure application 
launcher 318 may utilize resources on the mobile device 302, 
at the enterprise resources 304, and the like. The resources 
used on the mobile device 302 by the virtualization applica 
tions 326 executed by a secure application launcher 318 may 
include user interaction resources, processing resources, and 
the like. The user interaction resources may be used to collect 
and transmit keyboard input, mouse input, camera input, tac 
tile input, audio input, visual input, gesture input, and the like. 
The processing resources may be used to present a user inter 
face, process data received from the enterprise resources 304, 
and the like. The resources used at the enterprise resources 
304 by the virtualization applications 326 executed by a 
secure application launcher 318 may include user interface 
generation resources, processing resources, and the like. The 
user interface generation resources may be used to assemble 
a user interface, modify a user interface, refresh a user inter 
face, and the like. The processing resources may be used to 
create information, read information, update information, 
delete information, and the like. For example, the virtualiza 
tion application may record user interactions associated with 
a GUI and communicate them to a server application where 
the server application will use the user interaction data as an 
input to the application operating on the server. In this 
arrangement, an enterprise may elect to maintain the appli 
cation on the server side as well as data, files, etc. associated 
with the application. While an enterprise may elect to “mobi 
lize’ Some applications in accordance with the principles 
herein by securing them for deployment on the mobile device, 
this arrangement may also be elected for certain applications. 
For example, while some applications may be secured for use 
on the mobile device, others may not be prepared or appro 
priate for deployment on the mobile device so the enterprise 
may elect to provide the mobile user access to the unprepared 
applications through virtualization techniques. As another 
example, the enterprise may have large complex applications 
with large and complex data sets (e.g. material resource plan 
ning applications) where it would be very difficult, or other 
wise undesirable, to customize the application for the mobile 
device so the enterprise may elect to provide access to the 
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application through virtualization techniques. As yet another 
example, the enterprise may have an application that main 
tains highly secured data (e.g. human resources data, cus 
tomer data, engineering data) that may be deemed by the 
enterprise as too sensitive for even the secured mobile envi 
ronment so the enterprise may elect to use virtualization 
techniques to permit mobile access to such applications and 
data. An enterprise may elect to provide both fully secured 
and fully functional applications on the mobile device as well 
as a virtualization application to allow access to applications 
that are deemed more properly operated on the serverside. In 
an embodiment, the virtualization application may store 
Some data, files, etc. on the mobile phone in one of the secure 
storage locations. An enterprise, for example, may elect to 
allow certain information to be stored on the phone while not 
permitting other information. 
0056. In connection with the virtualization application, as 
described herein, the mobile device may have a virtualization 
application that is designed to present GUIs and then record 
user interactions with the GUI. The application may commu 
nicate the user interactions to the serverside to be used by the 
server side application as user interactions with the applica 
tion. In response, the application on the server side may 
transmit back to the mobile device a new GUI. For example, 
the new GUI may be a static page, a dynamic page, an ani 
mation, or the like. 
0057 The secure applications may access data stored in a 
secure data container 328 in the managed partition 310 of the 
mobile device. The data secured in the secure data container 
may be accessed by the secure wrapped applications 314, 
applications executed by a secure application launcher 322. 
virtualization applications 326 executed by a secure applica 
tion launcher 322, and the like. The data stored in the secure 
data container 328 may include files, databases, and the like. 
The data stored in the secure data container 328 may include 
data restricted to a specific secure application 330, shared 
among secure applications 332, and the like. Data restricted to 
a secure application may include secure general data 334 and 
highly secure data 338. Secure general data may use a strong 
form of encryption such as AES 128-bit encryption or the 
like, while highly secure data 338 may use a very strong form 
of encryption such as AES 256-bit encryption. Data stored in 
the secure data container 328 may be deleted from the device 
upon receipt of a command from the device manager 324. The 
secure applications may have a dual-mode option 340. The 
dual mode option 340 may present the user with an option to 
operate the secured application in an unsecured mode. In an 
unsecured mode, the secure applications may access data 
stored in an unsecured data container 342 on the unmanaged 
partition 312 of the mobile device 302. The data stored in an 
unsecured data container may be personal data 344. The data 
stored in an unsecured data container 342 may also be 
accessed by unsecured applications 348 that are running on 
the unmanaged partition 312 of the mobile device 302. The 
data stored in an unsecured data container 342 may remain on 
the mobile device 302 when the data stored in the secure data 
container 328 is deleted from the mobile device 302. An 
enterprise may want to delete from the mobile device selected 
or all data, files, and/or applications owned, licensed or con 
trolled by the enterprise (enterprise data) while leaving or 
otherwise preserving personal data, files, and/or applications 
owned, licensed or controlled by the user (personal data). 
This operation may be referred to as a selective wipe. With the 
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enterprise and personal data arranged in accordance to the 
aspects described herein, an enterprise may perform a selec 
tive wipe. 
0058. The mobile device may connect to enterprise 
resources 304 and enterprise services 308 at an enterprise, to 
the public Internet 348, and the like. The mobile device may 
connect to enterprise resources 304 and enterprise services 
308 through virtual private network connections. 
0059. The virtual private network connections (also 
referred to at microVPN or application-specific VPN) may be 
specific to particular applications 350, particular devices, par 
ticular secured areas on the mobile device, and the like (e.g., 
352). For example, each of the wrapped applications in the 
secured area of the phone may access enterprise resources 
through an application specific VPN such that access to the 
VPN would be granted based on attributes associated with the 
application, possibly in conjunction with user or device 
attribute information. The virtual private network connec 
tions may carry Microsoft Exchange traffic, Microsoft Active 
Directory traffic, HTTP traffic, HTTPS traffic, application 
management traffic, and the like. The virtual private network 
connections may support and enable single-sign-on authen 
tication processes 354. The single-sign-on processes may 
allow a user to provide a single set of authentication creden 
tials, which are then verified by an authentication service 358. 
The authentication service 358 may then grant to the user 
access to multiple enterprise resources 304, without requiring 
the user to provide authentication credentials to each indi 
vidual enterprise resource 304. 
0060. The virtual private network connections may be 
established and managed by an access gateway 360. The 
access gateway 360 may include performance enhancement 
features that manage, accelerate, and improve the delivery of 
enterprise resources 304 to the mobile device 302. The access 
gateway may also re-route traffic from the mobile device 302 
to the public Internet 348, enabling the mobile device 302 to 
access publicly available and unsecured applications that run 
on the public Internet 348. The mobile device may connect to 
the access gateway via a transport network 362. The transport 
network 362 may be a wired network, wireless network, 
cloud network, local area network, metropolitan area net 
work, wide area network, public network, private network, 
and the like. 

0061 The enterprise resources 304 may include email 
servers, file sharing servers, SaaS applications, Web applica 
tion servers, Windows application servers, and the like. Email 
servers may include Exchange servers, Lotus Notes servers, 
and the like. File sharing servers may include ShareFile serv 
ers, and the like. SaaS applications may include Salesforce, 
and the like. Windows application servers may include any 
application server that is built to provide applications that are 
intended to run on a local Windows operating system, and the 
like. The enterprise resources 304 may be premise-based 
resources, cloud based resources, and the like. The enterprise 
resources 304 may be accessed by the mobile device 302 
directly or through the access gateway 360. The enterprise 
resources 304 may be accessed by the mobile device 302 via 
a transport network 362. The transport network 362 may be a 
wired network, wireless network, cloud network, local area 
network, metropolitan area network, wide area network, pub 
lic network, private network, and the like. 
0062. The enterprise services 308 may include authenti 
cation services 358, threat detection services 364, device 
manager services 324, file sharing services 368, policy man 
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ager services 370, social integration services 372, application 
controller services 374, and the like. Authentication services 
358 may include user authentication services, device authen 
tication services, application authentication services, data 
authentication services and the like. Authentication services 
358 may use certificates. The certificates may be stored on the 
mobile device 302, by the enterprise resources 304, and the 
like. The certificates stored on the mobile device 302 may be 
stored in an encrypted location on the mobile device, the 
certificate may be temporarily stored on the mobile device 
302 for use at the time of authentication, and the like. Threat 
detection services 364 may include intrusion detection ser 
vices, unauthorized access attempt detection services, and the 
like. Unauthorized access attempt detection services may 
include unauthorized attempts to access devices, applica 
tions, data, and the like. Device management services 324 
may include configuration, provisioning, security, Support, 
monitoring, reporting, and decommissioning services. File 
sharing services 368 may include file management services, 
file storage services, file collaboration services, and the like. 
Policy manager services 370 may include device policy man 
ager services, application policy manager services, data 
policy manager services, and the like. Social integration ser 
vices 372 may include contact integration services, collabo 
ration services, integration with Social networks such as Face 
book, Twitter, and LinkedIn, and the like. Application 
controller services 374 may include management services, 
provisioning services, deployment services, assignment Ser 
vices, revocation services, wrapping services, and the like. 
0063. The enterprise mobility technical architecture 300 
may include an application store 378. The application store 
378 may include unwrapped applications 380, pre-wrapped 
applications 382, and the like. Applications may be populated 
in the application store 378 from the application controller 
374. The application store 378 may be accessed by the mobile 
device 302 through the access gateway 360, through the pub 
lic Internet 348, or the like. The application store may be 
provided with an intuitive and easy to use user interface. The 
application store 378 may provide access to a software devel 
opment kit 384. The software development kit 384 may pro 
vide a user the capability to secure applications selected by 
the user by wrapping the application as described previously 
in this description. An application that has been wrapped 
using the software development kit 384 may then be made 
available to the mobile device 302 by populating it in the 
application store 378 using the application controller 374. 
0064. The enterprise mobility technical architecture 300 
may include a management and analytics capability. The 
management and analytics capability may provide informa 
tion related to how resources are used, how often resources 
are used, and the like. Resources may include devices, appli 
cations, data, and the like. How resources are used may 
include which devices download which applications, which 
applications access which data, and the like. How often 
resources are used may include how often an application has 
been downloaded, how many times a specific set of data has 
been accessed by an application, and the like. 
0065 FIG. 4 is another illustrative enterprise mobility 
management system 400. Some of the components of the 
mobility management system 300 described above with ref 
erence to FIG.3 have been omitted for the sake of simplicity. 
The architecture of the system 400 depicted in FIG. 4 is 
similar in many respects to the architecture of the system 300 
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described above with reference to FIG. 3 and may include 
additional features not mentioned above. 
0066. In this case, the left hand side represents an enrolled/ 
managed mobile device 402 with a client agent 404, which 
interacts with gateway server 406 (which includes access 
gateway and application controller functionality) to access 
various enterprise resources 408 and services 409 such as 
Exchange, Sharepoint, PKI Resources, Kerberos Resources, 
and Certificate Issuance Service, as shown on the right hand 
side above. Although not specifically shown, the mobile 
device 402 may also interact with an application store for the 
selection and downloading of applications. 
0067. The client agent 404 acts as the UI (user interface) 
intermediary for Windows apps/desktops hosted in an Enter 
prise data center, which are accessed using a display remoting 
protocol, such as but not limited to the ICA protocol. The 
client agent 404 also supports the installation and manage 
ment of native applications on the mobile device 402, such as 
native iOS or Android applications. For example, the man 
aged applications 410 (mail, browser, wrapped application) 
shown in the figure above are all native applications that 
execute locally on the device. Client agent 404 and the appli 
cation management framework (AMF) of this architecture act 
to provide policy driven management capabilities and fea 
tures Such as connectivity and SSO (single sign on) to enter 
prise resources/services 408. The client agent 404 handles 
primary user authentication to the enterprise, normally to the 
access gateway (AG) with SSO to other gateway server com 
ponents. The client agent 404 obtains policies from gateway 
server 406 to control the behavior of the AMF managed 
applications 410 on the mobile device 402. 
0068. The secure IPC links 412 between the native appli 
cations 410 and client agent 404 represent a management 
channel, which allows client agent to Supply policies to be 
enforced by the application management framework 414 
“wrapping each application. The IPC channel 412 also 
allows client agent 404 to Supply credential and authentica 
tion information that enables connectivity and SSO to enter 
prise resources 408. Finally the IPC channel 412 allows the 
application management framework 414 to invoke user inter 
face functions implemented by client agent 404, Such as 
online and offline authentication. 

0069 Communications between the client agent 404 and 
gateway server 406 are essentially an extension of the man 
agement channel from the application management frame 
work 414 wrapping each native managed application 410. 
The application management framework 414 requests policy 
information from client agent 404, which in turn requests it 
from gateway server 406. The application management 
framework 414 requests authentication, and client agent 404 
logs into the gateway services part of gateway server 406 
(also known as NetScaler Access Gateway). Client agent 404 
may also call supporting services on gateway server 406, 
which may produce input material to derive encryption keys 
for the local data vaults 416, or provide client certificates 
which may enable direct authentication to PKI protected 
resources, as more fully explained below. 
0070. In more detail, the application management frame 
work 414 “wraps' each managed application 410. This may 
be incorporated via an explicit build step, or via a post-build 
processing step. The application management framework 414 
may “pair with client agent 404 on first launch of an appli 
cation 410 to initialize the secure IPC channel and obtain the 
policy for that application. The application management 
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framework 414 may enforce relevant portions of the policy 
that apply locally, Such as the clientagent logindependencies 
and some of the containment policies that restrict how local 
OS services may be used, or how they may interact with the 
application 410. 
0071. The application management framework 414 may 
use services provided by client agent 404 over the secure IPC 
channel 412 to facilitate authentication and internal network 
access. Key management for the private and shared data 
vaults 416 (containers) may be also managed by appropriate 
interactions between the managed applications 410 and client 
agent 404. Vaults 416 may be available only after online 
authentication, or may be made available after offline authen 
tication if allowed by policy. First use of vaults 416 may 
require online authentication, and offline access may be lim 
ited to at most the policy refresh period before online authen 
tication is again required. 
0072 Network access to internal resources may occur 
directly from individual managed applications 410 through 
the access gateway 406. The application management frame 
work 414 is responsible for orchestrating the network access 
on behalf of each application 410. Client agent 404 may 
facilitate these network connections by providing Suitable 
time limited secondary credentials obtained following online 
authentication. Multiple modes of network connection may 
be used, such as reverse web proxy connections and end-to 
end VPN-style tunnels 418. 
0073. The mail and browser managed applications 410 
have special status and may make use of facilities that might 
not be generally available to arbitrary wrapped applications. 
For example, the mail application may use a special back 
ground network access mechanism that allows it to access 
Exchange over an extended period of time without requiring 
a full AD logon. The browser application may use multiple 
private data vaults to segregate different kinds of data. 
0074 This architecture supports the incorporation of vari 
ous other security features. For example, gateway server 406 
(including its gateway services) in Some cases will not need to 
validate AD passwords. It can be left to the discretion of an 
enterprise whether an AD password is used as an authentica 
tion factor for some users in some situations. Different 
authentication methods may be used if a user is online or 
offline (i.e., connected or not connected to a network). 
0075 Step up authentication is a feature wherein gateway 
server 406 may identify managed native applications 410 that 
are allowed to have access to highly classified data requiring 
strong authentication, and ensure that access to these appli 
cations is only permitted after performing appropriate 
authentication, even if this means a re-authentication is 
required by the user after a prior weaker level of login. 
0076 Another security feature of this solution is the 
encryption of the data vaults 416 (containers) on the mobile 
device 402. The vaults 416 may be encrypted so that all 
on-device data including files, databases, and configurations 
are protected. For on-line vaults, the keys may be stored on 
the server (gateway server 406), and for off-line vaults, a local 
copy of the keys may be protected by a user password. When 
data is stored locally on the device 402 in the secure container 
416, it is preferred that a minimum of AES 256-bit encryption 
algorithm be utilized. 
0077. Other secure container features may also be imple 
mented. For example, a logging feature may be included, 
wherein all security events happening inside an application 
410 are logged and reported to the backend. Data wiping may 
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be supported, such as if the application 410 detects tamper 
ing, associated encryption keys may be written over with 
random data, leaving no hint on the file system that user data 
was destroyed. Screenshot protection is another feature, 
where an application may prevent any data from being stored 
in screenshots. For example, the key windows hidden prop 
erty may be set to YES. This may cause whatever content is 
currently displayed on the screen to be hidden, resulting in a 
blank screenshot where any content would normally reside. 
0078 Local data transfer may be prevented, such as by 
preventing any data from being locally transferred outside the 
application container, e.g., by copying it or sending it to an 
external application. A keyboard cache feature may operate to 
disable the autocorrect functionality for sensitive text fields. 
SSL certificate validation may be operable so the application 
specifically validates the server SSL certificate instead of it 
being stored in the keychain. An encryption key generation 
feature may be used such that the key used to encrypt data on 
the device is generated using a passphrase Supplied by the 
user (if offline access is required). It may be XORed with 
another key randomly generated and stored on the server side 
if offline access is not required. Key derivation functions may 
operate Such that keys generated from the user password use 
KDFs (key derivation functions, notably PBKDF2) rather 
than creating a cryptographic hash of it. The latter makes a 
key susceptible to brute force or dictionary attacks. 
007.9 Further, one or more initialization vectors may be 
used in encryption methods. An initialization vector will 
cause multiple copies of the same encrypted data to yield 
different cipher text output, preventing both replay and cryp 
tanalytic attacks. This will also prevent an attacker from 
decrypting any data even with a stolen encryption key if the 
specific initialization vector used to encrypt the data is not 
known. Further, authentication then decryption may be used, 
wherein application data is decrypted only after the user has 
authenticated within the application. Another feature may 
relate to sensitive data in memory, which may be kept in 
memory (and not in disk) only when its needed. For example, 
login credentials may be wiped from memory after login, and 
encryption keys and other data inside objective-C instance 
variables are not stored, as they may be easily referenced. 
Instead, memory may be manually allocated for these. 
0080. An inactivity timeout may be implemented, wherein 
after a policy-defined period of inactivity, a user session is 
terminated. 
I0081 Data leakage from the application management 
framework 414 may be prevented in other ways. For example, 
when an application 610 is put in the background, the 
memory may be cleared after a predetermined (configurable) 
time period. When backgrounded, a Snapshot may be taken of 
the last displayed screen of the application to fasten the fore 
grounding process. The screenshot may contain confidential 
data and hence should be cleared. 

I0082 Another security feature relates to the use of an OTP 
(one time password) 420 without the use of an AD (active 
directory) 422 password for access to one or more applica 
tions. In some cases, some users do not know (or are not 
permitted to know) their AD password, so these users may 
authenticate using an OTP 420 such as by using a hardware 
OTP system like SecuriD (OTPs may be provided by different 
Vendors also. Such as Entrust or Gemalto). In some cases, 
after a user authenticates with a user ID, a text is sent to the 
user with an OTP 420. In some cases, this may be imple 
mented only for online use, with a prompt being a single field. 
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0083. An offline password may be implemented for offline 
authentication for those applications 410 for which offlineuse 
is permitted via enterprise policy. For example, an enterprise 
may want the enterprise application store to be accessed in 
this manner. In this case, the client agent 404 may require the 
user to set a custom offline password and the AD password is 
not used. Gateway server 406 may provide policies to control 
and enforce password standards with respect to the minimum 
length, character class composition, and age of passwords, 
such as described by the standard Windows Server password 
complexity requirements, although these requirements may 
be modified. 

0084 Another feature relates to the enablement of a client 
side certificate for certain applications 410 as secondary cre 
dentials (for the purpose of accessing PKI protected web 
resources via a micro VPN feature). For example, an appli 
cation such as (a WorkMail may utilize such a certificate. In 
this case, certificate-based authentication using ActiveSync 
protocol may be supported, wherein a certificate from the 
client agent 404 may be retrieved by gateway server 406 and 
used in a keychain. Each managed application may have one 
associated client certificate, identified by a label that is 
defined in gateway server 406. 
0085 Gateway server 406 may interact with an enterprise 
special purpose web service to Support the issuance of client 
certificates to allow relevant managed applications to authen 
ticate to internal PKI protected resources. 
I0086. The client agent 404 and the application manage 
ment framework 414 may be enhanced to support obtaining 
and using client certificates for authentication to internal PKI 
protected network resources. More than one certificate may 
be supported. Such as to match various levels of security 
and/or separation requirements. The certificates may be used 
by the mail and browser managed applications, and ulti 
mately by arbitrary wrapped applications (provided those 
applications use web service style communication patterns 
where it is reasonable for the application management frame 
work to mediate HTTPS requests). 
0087 Client certificate support on iOS may rely on 
importing a PKCS 12 BLOB (Binary Large Object) into the 
iOS keychain in each managed application for each period of 
use. Client certificate support may use a HTTPS implemen 
tation with private in-memory key storage. The client certifi 
cate will never be present in the iOS keychain and will not be 
persisted except potentially in “online-only” data value that is 
strongly protected. 
0088 Mutual SSL may also be implemented to provide 
additional security by requiring that a mobile device 402 is 
authenticated to the enterprise, and vice versa. Virtual smart 
cards for authentication to gateway server 406 may also be 
implemented. 
0089. Both limited and full Kerberos support may be addi 
tional features. The full support feature relates to an ability to 
do full Kerberos login to AD 422, using an AD password or 
trusted client certificate, and obtain Kerberos service tickets 
to respond to HTTP negotiate authentication challenges. The 
limited Support feature relates to constrained delegation in 
AGEE, where AGEE supports invoking Kerberos protocol 
transition so it can obtain and use Kerberos service tickets 
(subject to constrained delegation) in response to HTTP 
negotiate authentication challenges. This mechanism works 
in reverse web proxy (a.k.a. CVPN) mode, and when HTTP 
(but not HTTPS) connections are proxied in VPN and 
MicroVPN mode. 
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0090 Another feature relates to application container 
locking and wiping, which may automatically occur upon 
jail-break or rooting detections, and occur as a pushed com 
mand from administration console, and may include a remote 
wipe functionality even when an application 410 is not run 
ning. 
0091. A multi-site architecture or configuration of the 
enterprise application store and application controller may be 
supported that allows users to be service from one of several 
different locations in case of failure. 
0092. In some cases, managed applications 410 may be 
allowed to access a certificate and private key via an API 
(example OpenSSL). Trusted managed applications 410 of an 
enterprise may be allowed to perform specific Public Key 
operations with an application's client certificate and private 
key. Various use cases may be identified and treated accord 
ingly, such as when an application behaves like a browser and 
no certificate access is required, when an application reads a 
certificate for “who am I, when an application uses the cer 
tificate to build a secure session token, and when an applica 
tion uses private keys for digital signing of important data 
(e.g. transaction log) or for temporary data encryption. 
0093. Application Development, Distribution, and Execu 
tion 

0094 FIGS. 5-7, and the sections below, illustrate various 
embodiments and examples relating to developing, deploy 
ing, distributing, and executing managed applications. Some 
examples are described in reference to mobile applications 
for devices, such as mobile phones, personal digital assistants 
(PDAs), tablet, and laptop computers. For example, FIGS. 
5-6 illustrate example processes of developing and distribut 
ing mobile applications, and FIG. 7 illustrates a process of 
providing a managed mobile application to a mobile device 
from an application store. However, it should be understood 
that the concepts described herein are not limited to mobile 
applications and mobile devices, but may be applied to other 
types of computing devices as well. For example, Software 
applications may be developed for and distributed to personal 
desktop computers and other non-mobile computing devices, 
using similar (or the same) techniques described below for 
mobile applications and mobile devices. Applications also 
may be developed for and distributed to devices on other 
Software platforms, such as television-based platforms (e.g., 
ANDROID applications for GOOGLE TV, etc.), automobile 
based or vehicle-based software platforms, and the like, using 
similar or the same techniques described below for mobile 
applications and mobile devices (e.g., Software development 
and modification tools, distribution via application stores, 
etc.). 
0.095 Referring now to FIG. 5, an illustrative diagram is 
shown of a process of building a managed mobile application 
bundle and distributing components of the bundle to one or 
more application stores. The features and methods described 
below in reference to FIG.5 may be performed by a comput 
ing device or combination of devices, such as the various 
computing devices and systems shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, and 
may be implemented within various different types of enter 
prise systems and other computing systems, such as the illus 
trative mobility management systems shown in FIGS. 3 and 
4. 

(0096. The illustrative build process shown in FIG. 5 
accepts mobile application code 501 and enterprise managed 
application software tools 502. The mobile application code 
501 in this example may correspond to one or more execut 
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able Software components or to application code that has not 
been built into an executable component. For example, the 
mobile application code 501 may be an executable native 
mobile application built by an organization for use within the 
organization, or built and distributed by an independent soft 
ware vendor (ISV). In such cases, the mobile application code 
501 may correspond to a previously published executable 
application, which has been signed and certified for distribu 
tion through one or more application stores. Alternatively, the 
mobile application code 501 may be unbuilt software code, 
for example, code during an application development pro 
cess. Additionally, as discussed below, the mobile application 
code 501 may correspond to a template application, such as a 
configurable stub application designed to allow users to easily 
create managed mobile applications for enterprise systems. 
Such template applications may themselves be executable 
applications (e.g., a generic or stub web browser application, 
a generic or stub single-session client execution environment 
application, etc.), or may take the form of a template appli 
cation factored out into a binary software development kit 
(SDK). 
0097. The enterprise managed application software tools 
502 in FIG. 5 may be a software toolkit provided to organi 
zations, ISVs, or other software application developers. In 
some examples, the software toolkit 502 may include a 
header file and library to allow application developers to 
create managed mobile applications for enterprise systems. 
The toolkit 502 library may include application programming 
interfaces written in Object-C or other suitable programming 
language. In some cases, the Software tools 502 may include 
a command-line executable tool 502 to generate an applica 
tion package (e.g., a .IPA executable for APPLE mobile 
devices, a .APK executable for GOOGLE ANDROID mobile 
devices, etc.), and an associated metadata file. In other 
examples, the software tools 502 may include a wizard 502 or 
other user interface screens to allow users to specify managed 
application features for the application and metadata for pub 
lishing the application. In still other examples, the Software 
tools 502 need not include a command-line tool or a wizard, 
but instead (or in addition to) may be implemented as a 
service. For example, a service 502 containing the function 
ality to update or convert a mobile Software application to a 
managed mobile application may be integrated into the pub 
lishing flows of mobile applications. 
0098. During the code modification and build process 503 
illustrated in FIG. 5, the enterprise managed application tools 
502 may be used to modify mobile application code 501, 
before building (or rebuilding) the code into an executable 
managed mobile application. As noted above, the mobile 
application code 501 may correspond to an executable soft 
ware component (e.g., a native mobile application, a template 
application, a binary SDK, etc.) or to unbuilt and not execut 
able software code. Thus, if the mobile application code 501 
is a executable application, the modification and build pro 
cess 503 may include opening the existing application, modi 
fying the application code 501 by inserting code to implement 
Support for various managed application features (e.g., code 
for monitoring and controlling system interactions) and 
inserting various assets into the code (e.g., certificates, 
secrets, resources to manage the application, etc.). In contrast, 
if the mobile application code 501 is unbuilt and not execut 
able software code, for example, if the mobile application 
code 501 if under development by an ISV or organization 
associated with an enterprise system, then the management 
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code and/or configuration code may be inserted into the code 
without needing to first open the executable (e.g., binary) 
application package. Additionally, if the mobile application 
code 501 is a template application (e.g., a generic or stub 
application, or a binary SDK corresponding to a generic or 
stub application), then code to implement various managed 
application features might or might not already be included in 
the template. As discussed below, certain template applica 
tions may be preconfigured as managed mobile applications, 
but may be configured with specific parameters to define the 
constraints and policies of the managed application, as well as 
additional parameters to customize the user interface and 
other features of the application. 
(0099. During the modification and build process 503 the 
enterprise managed application tool(s) 502 may be config 
ured to add some or all of the functionalities that are found in 
wrapped mobile applications. For example, Software tools 
502 may be configured to add functionality for enterprise user 
authentication (e.g., via an application management agent 
and access gateway) to the mobile application code 501. The 
software tools 502 also may be configured to add functional 
ity for authenticating the application via the application man 
agement agent (e.g., including application enumeration, Sub 
scription, downloading, and installation). The tools 502 may 
be configured to add application policy enforcement func 
tionality, and to add lock and wipe functionality into the 
application code 501. The software tools 502 also may be 
configured to add support for micro-VPN and associated 
policies, as well as application containment and associated 
policies (e.g., managed OpenIn, secure pasteboard, location 
service, camera, and all other application containment fea 
tures Supported in wrapped applications) into the mobile 
application code 501. Additionally, the software tools 502 
may be configured to add data encryption Support and asso 
ciated policies (e.g., SQL database encryption, file encryp 
tion, etc.) into the application code 501. The software tools 
502 also may be configured to add support for secure com 
munications between the mobile application and an applica 
tion management agent into the mobile application code 501. 
0100. The code modification and building process 503 
may be performed automatically by one or more Software 
tools 502, or may include one or more steps involving user 
input and/or user interaction. In some examples, a Software 
tool 502 may correspond to a command line utility or service 
that is capable of receiving application code 501 (in the form 
of one or more binary executables and/or source code), modi 
fying the application code 501, and building the executable 
managed mobile application, all without needing any user 
interaction or input. In Such examples, a build tool 502 (e.g., 
command line utility or software service) may implement a 
set of application management features and functionalities, 
Such as those described above, including predetermined con 
straints and policies defining how the application with will be 
monitored and controlled in an enterprise system. Examples 
of such constraints and policies include controlling what sys 
tem resources and device hardware the application will be 
permitted to access, controlling what secure protocols or 
other network communication policies the application will be 
required to use, controlling the data encryption that the appli 
cation will be required to use, and the like. 
0101. In some examples, user input and/or user interaction 
may be received and used during the process 503 of modify 
ing the application code 501 and building the managed 
mobile application using software tool(s) 502. For example, a 
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command line utility 502 may allow users to specify argu 
ments that control the application management features and 
functionalities that will be inserted into the application code 
501, and to specify the constraints and policies that will be 
implemented to control the application in an enterprise sys 
tem (e.g., data encryption policies, secure communication 
policies, resource access constraints, etc.). The Software tools 
502 also may include a wizard 502 or other user interfaces to 
receive input from users (e.g., application developers or dis 
tributors, or enterprise system users converting mobile appli 
cations to managed application) specifying the application 
management features and functionalities to be applied to the 
managed application, including the constraints and policies 
that will control the application in an enterprise system. Addi 
tionally, as discussed in more detail below, user input and/or 
user interaction may be used to further customize the mobile 
application during the build process. For instance, user input 
may be received and used to customize the functional fea 
tures, look and feel, and publication information of applica 
tions generated based on template applications (e.g., web 
based applications and client execution environment 
applications). 
0102. After the modifying the application code 501, the 
code may be compiled and built (or recompiled and rebuilt in 
the case of native mobile applications and the like) using one 
or more compilation and build software tools (e.g., the 
XCODE suite for developing iOS applications). The build 
process illustrated in FIG.5 may include a testing/validation 
phase, in which some or all of the tests normally done during 
an application wrapping process may be performed. Such 
testing and validation may be performed on the Software 
source code before the code is built (or rebuilt) into an execut 
able application, and/or may be performed on the executable 
application after the compilation/build process. In some 
examples, additional testing and validation may be performed 
to ensure that the managed mobile application 505 is com 
patible with one or more enterprise systems. For instance, if a 
managed mobile application is intended to be offered and 
Supported by an enterprise system, then a test utility may be 
used during or after the build process 503 to confirm that the 
application is compatible with the access gateway and/or 
infrastructure of the intended enterprise system. If the man 
aged mobile application is not compatible with an intended 
enterprise system, then the system may determine that the 
application must be further modified and rebuilt, or that the 
application should be listed in the enterprise application store 
508 or supported by the enterprise system. 
0103) As shown in FIG. 5, the process of modifying and 
building 503 the application code may produce a managed 
mobile application bundle 504. The managed mobile appli 
cation bundle 504 may include one or more executable bina 
ries for the application 505 (e.g., IPA files for APPLE mobile 
devices, .APK files for GOOGLE ANDROID mobile devices, 
etc.), as well as one or more metadata files 507 associated 
with the application. In some examples, the metadata 507 
describing or relating to an application may be used for pub 
lishing and policy control. The metadata files 507 (e.g., XML 
files, text files, or other metadata formats) may be automati 
cally derived from the application code 501 or during the 
build process 503, and/or may include user input received 
during the modification and building process 503. For 
example, certain metadata 507 may be determined based on 
an automatic inspection of the mobile application code 501 
and/or the executable creates by the build 503. Additionally, 
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metadata 507 may include user input information describing 
or relating to the mobile application, Such as the application 
name, compatible OS versions. In some examples, metadata 
507 may include used for advertising and publishing the 
application in an application store (e.g., enterprise applica 
tion store 508). For instance, metadata 507 may include icons 
and screenshots for the application, HTML content describ 
ing the application and allowing for feedback and ratings of 
the application, so that the application may be published in an 
application store. Additionally, the metadata 507 may include 
one or more uniform resource locators (URLs) identifying 
download location for the application in one or more appli 
cation stores (e.g., public application store 506). 
0104. In certain embodiments, the executable binaries for 
the managed mobile application 505, and the metadata 507 
associated with the application, may be provided to different 
application stores. For example, as shown in FIG. 5, the 
executable application may be sent to a public application 
store 506 (e.g., the APPLE APP STORE, the GOOGLE 
PLAY APPSTORE, etc.), while the metadata 507 is sent to an 
enterprise application store 507. The enterprise application 
store 507 may be a non-public application store of a business 
or organization enterprise system. As discussed above, an 
enterprise application store 507 (e.g., application store 378) 
may be populated with enterprise applications by an applica 
tion controller 374, including secure and enterprise-specific 
applications. 
0105. In some embodiments, both the executable binaries 
and the metadata for a managed mobile application may be 
provided to the same application store, which may be either a 
public application store 506 or enterprise application store 
508. Additionally, multiple different versions of a single 
mobile application may be provided to an application store, 
for example, a native mobile application and a corresponding 
managed mobile application. 
0106 Referring now to FIG. 6, an example method is 
shown of generating a managed mobile application from a 
native application or a template application, and providing the 
managed mobile application and associated metadata to one 
or more application stores. 
0107 Steps 601-602 relate to embodiments in which a 
managed mobile application is created based on a native 
mobile application. A native mobile application may be, for 
example, an application developed by a company for use by 
employees via the company's enterprise infrastructure, or 
may be a consumer application developed by an independent 
software vendor (ISV). In step 601, a native mobile applica 
tion which is to be rebuilt into a managed mobile application 
may be received by a command-line utility (e.g., as an argu 
ment), a wizard (e.g., identified by a user input), or other 
software tool 502. In certain examples, step 601 may be 
performed automatically by an online service during the 
development flow or publication flow of the native applica 
tion. For instance, when a consumer mobile application or 
enterprise mobile application is published in an application 
store (e.g., public application store 506), an online service 
502 may be invoked in the publication flow that is configured 
to generate a matching managed application for an enterprise 
system. 
0108. In step 602, the native mobile application received 
in step 601 may be modified by inserting code to allow the 
native mobile application to be controlled by an enterprise 
system. As described above regarding the modification and 
building process 503, a native application may be modified by 
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opening the existing native application and inserting code to 
implement features, policies, and constraints that may allow 
the application to be executed as a managed application on a 
mobile device in an enterprise system. In order to insert the 
code, the software tool(s) 502 first may determine the struc 
ture of the native mobile application and the locations where 
code should be inserted. Application packages associated 
with certain mobile platforms may have specific predeter 
mined structures which may be used to determine how and 
where the application may be opened to insert code. Some 
application packages also may be signed with a certificate and 
may have a provisioning profile to allow for management of 
the application. Thus, the determined application structure 
(based on the mobile platform requirements) and provision 
ing profile may allow the software tools 502 to open the native 
application and add code to make the desired modifications to 
the application. In order to modify the native application in 
step 602, the application files may be rewritten to add various 
functionality and features (e.g., code for monitoring and con 
trolling system interactions, implementing policies, etc.) and 
inserting various assets into the code (e.g., certificates, 
secrets, resources to manage the application, etc.). After 
modifying the native application in step 602, the modified 
application may be re-built into a managed mobile applica 
tion in step 606, discussed below. 
0109 Steps 603-605 relate to embodiments in which a 
template application is modified and configured to create a 
managed mobile application. In this example, rather than 
receiving and modifying an existing native application (as in 
steps 601-602), software tools 502 may be used to create a 
new managed application by modifying and configuring a 
template application. In step 603, a software tool 502 may 
receive user input identifying the general type of application 
that the user would like to create. For example, a general type 
of application may be a packaged web application, or an 
application hosted in an enterprise data center (e.g., an appli 
cation that is accessed using the HDX/ICA or other display 
remoting protocol), or any other type of general application 
for which an application template (e.g., generic or stub appli 
cation) may be created. 
0110 Various different software tools 502 may be used to 
receive the user input in step 603. For example, a command 
line utility 502 may accept an argument correspond to the 
general type of application that the user would like to create, 
or a wizard 502 or other user interface may present users with 
the set of application template choices (e.g., via a drop down 
list) Supported for creating ageneral application type. In other 
examples, the user need not select an application type, but 
instead may select one or more application features and/or 
capabilities desired for the new application, and the software 
tool 502 may determine the most appropriate application 
template to provide the features and capabilities selected by 
the user. 

0111. In step 604, a template application may be retrieved 
by the software tools 502, based on the application type 
identified in step 603. An application template, which may be 
a generic application or stub application, may include appli 
cation code designed for a specific type of application (e.g., 
web applications, hosted enterprise applications, etc.) that 
may be easily configured, built, and deployed as a separate 
managed mobile application. For example, an application 
template may be single purpose application (e.g., a single tab 
web browser application, a single session hosted enterprise 
application, etc.) with the underlying code to execute as a 
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managed mobile application, and with a set of default con 
figuration parameters that may be changed to modify the 
functionality of the application. For example, the configura 
tion parameters of an application template may define the 
features and functionality of application (e.g., constraints and 
policies that may be implemented to control the application in 
an enterprise system), the look and feel of the application user 
interface (e.g., application skin, text, Supported features, 
etc.), and data for publication of the application (e.g., appli 
cation name, icon, etc.). Template applications may be 
designed and written so that such configuration parameters 
may be easily inserted and/or modified within the template by 
a software tool 502. As discussed below, in some examples, 
users may input configuration parameters as metadata which 
may be used to customize the template application into a 
tailored application Suitable for the user's purpose. 
0112 Thus, a template application may be an input to a 
software tool 502 used to create a managed application 504. 
In some examples, the software tools 502 may correspond to 
a software toolkit 502 provided to organizations, ISVs, or 
other software application developers. In Such cases, one or 
more template applications may be provided along with the 
software toolkit 502, or may be downloadable from a separate 
location. In other examples, template applications might not 
be directly available to developers, but may be available indi 
rectly via a software tool 502 such as a command-line tool, 
wizard, or other user interface software tool. For example, a 
user may interact with a software wizard 502 to select a 
template application and provide metadata/configuration 
parameters, after which the software wizard 502 may retrieve 
and modify the underlying application template in accor 
dance with the metadata/configuration parameters provided 
by the user. 
0113 A template application may be, for example, a web 
application template (or web browser template application). 
In some cases, a web application template may be a browser 
application stub, or may be a web browser application fac 
tored out into a binary SDK. Web application templates may 
be based on a native web browser application supported by a 
mobile platform, such as an iOS web browser or ANDROID 
web browser, and thus may include the traditional web brows 
ing functionality. Web application templates also may include 
the code to be packaged as managed applications, so that the 
web browsing it Supports may be performed using the Secu 
rity controls provided by an enterprise framework (e.g., net 
work connectivity via microVPN) to allow the web browser 
application to access Intranet resources as well as Internet 
SOUCS. 

0114. In some examples, web application templates might 
not have the typical navigation controls, address bar, menus, 
or other user interface features used by web browsers, so that 
the web application generated from the template may have the 
look-and-feel of a customized application rather than a stan 
dard web browser. In various implementations of web appli 
cation templates, various different user interface components 
(e.g., menus, navigation controls, scroll bars, etc.) may be 
included or not included in the template to provide different 
options for creating web applications. 
0.115. As another example, a template application may be 
a hosted enterprise application template. A hosted enterprise 
application template may be based on a client execution envi 
ronment application configured to provide a user interface for 
an application hosted in an enterprise data center. Hosted 
enterprise application templates may include, for example, 
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the code from a client execution environment engine along 
with the user interface display controllers for the client execu 
tion environment session view. Applications generated from a 
hosted enterprise application template may be configured to 
access the enterprise data center using, for example, HDX/ 
ICA display remoting protocols, and thus may be deployed 
through the gateway of an enterprise system (e.g., cloud gate 
way 406), just like other applications on the mobile device. In 
Some examples, hosted enterprise application templates may 
be configured to operate only on a single session, rather than 
Supporting multi-session applications, so that the hosted 
enterprise application generated from the template may have 
the look-and-feel of a single customized application. 
0116. In step 605, application configuration parameters 
are received to configure the template application retrieved in 
step 604. As discussed above, a template application may 
include basic underlying functionality (e.g., web browsing, 
connection and hosting from an enterprise data center, etc.), 
but might not include the specific content or configuration of 
the customized application desired by the user. Thus, in step 
605, a software tool 502, such as command-line tool, wizard, 
or other software tool, may receive user input specifying 
specific content or configuration parameters that may be used 
to customize the application template into the managed appli 
cation to be deployed. The configuration parameters received 
in step 605 may be used to configure the functionality of the 
application (e.g., features, behaviors, etc.), customize the 
appearance of the application (e.g., customize the look-and 
feel, provide a name and icon for publishing the application, 
etc.) and also to configure how the application will be man 
aged/controlled within the enterprise system (e.g., security 
features, constraints and policies, etc.) 
0117 For web application templates, the application con 
figuration parameters received in step 605 may be, for 
example, a name for the web application, an icon for publish 
ing the web application, and a set of uniform resource locators 
(URLs) that define or limit the set of web pages/web 
resources for which the customized web application can be 
used. The set of URLs received to customize a web applica 
tion may take the form of a URL list, or a set of base URL 
patterns input by the user via command-line arguments, a 
wizard, an input data file, or other user interface in step 605. 
The application configuration parameters received for a web 
application template also may include parameters for Secu 
rity/management policy control. Such as whether the web 
application will be permitted to tunnel back through the net 
work, whether the web application will support copy and 
paste functionality internally and between other applications, 
and a list of the mobile device hardware and facilities (e.g., 
the GPS system, microphone, or other sensors on the mobile 
device) to which the web application will have access. 
0118. In the example of a hosted enterprise application 
template, the application configuration parameters received 
in step 605 may include a name and icon for the application, 
a specific hosted enterprise application corresponding to the 
managed mobile application (e.g., when a customized single 
session managed application is to be created), parameters 
corresponding to security/management policy controls for 
the hosted enterprise application, and parameters to configure 
the user interfaces of the hosted enterprise application. As in 
the examples above, configuration parameters may be 
received in step 605 as user input via command-line argu 
ments, a wizard, an input data file, or other user interface in 
step 605. 
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0119. In step 606, a managed mobile application is gener 
ated based either on (1) a modified native application (see 
steps 601-602), or a modified template application (see steps 
603-605). In some examples, step 606 may be similar to the 
build process 503, discussed above. For instance, one or more 
executable binaries corresponding to the managed mobile 
application (e.g., IPA files for APPLE mobile devices, .APK 
files for GOOGLE ANDROID mobile devices, etc.) may be 
generated in step 606, using compilation and build Software 
tools, such as the XCODE suite for developing iOS applica 
tions. 
I0120 In the case of modifying a native mobile application 
(steps 601-602), the building in step 606 may include rebuild 
ing, resealing, and recertifying the application bundle. In 
Some cases, the modified native application may be re-signed 
with a certificate that meets the requirements of the operating 
system on which the application is to be deployed, for 
example, the application package may be recertified with its 
original certificates (e.g., from an ISV, enterprise system cus 
tomer, etc.) to allow the modified native application to be 
deployed. In the case of a managed application built from a 
template application (steps 603-605), the build process in step 
606 may be similar and even easier in some cases. As dis 
cussed above, template applications may be designed so that 
configuration information input entered by the user in step 
605 can easily be added into the application, for example, as 
entries in a configuration data file, to allow the application to 
be easily rebuilt and recertified. 
0121. In step 607, one or more metadata files associated 
with the managed mobile application may be generated. As 
discussed above, metadata files associated with a managed 
mobile application (e.g., XML files, text files, or other meta 
data formats) may include metadata describing the applica 
tion. Certain metadata may be automatically derived during 
the processes of modifying and/or building the managed 
application (e.g., step 606), while other metadata may be 
received via user input during the configuration/modification 
processes (e.g., steps 602 and/or 605), or may be retrieved 
from external data sources in separate processes. Metadata 
may be used for several purposes, including advertising and 
publishing the application in an application store, providing 
links to current versions of application binaries, and provid 
ing information about the features and functionalities of the 
application, including information about the management 
and control of the application in an enterprise system. Thus, 
for advertising and publishing the application, the metadata 
files generated in step 607 may include the application name, 
icon, supported OS versions, general HTML descriptions and 
screenshots of the application, user ratings and comments, 
and the like. The metadata also may include one or more 
URLs to download the application binaries (e.g., from a pub 
lic application store 506), allowing the managed application 
to be published/advertised in separate locations. 
0.122 The metadata generated in step 607 also may 
include information about the control and management of the 
application in the enterprise system, Such as the security 
features, constraints, and policies that will be applied to the 
managed application. Such metadata may include policies 
and constraints regarding data encryption, secure communi 
cation policies, access to device hardware and other 
resources, and the any othersecurity and application manage 
ment functionalities described herein. 

0123. As discussed above, similar information regarding 
the control and management of the application in the enter 
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prise system, including policies and restraints, also may 
inserted directly into the application code (e.g., steps 602 
and/or 605) and built into the managed application (e.g., step 
606). Thus, in some examples, this information might not be 
included in the metadata. In other cases, similar (or the same) 
information may be included in the metadata, so that the 
enterprise system may evaluate the metadata to ensure that 
the managed application is compatible with the enterprise 
gateway and the security/management policies of the system, 
before permitting the managed application to be downloaded 
and/or executed as a managed application on the enterprise 
system. 
0124. In other examples, certain application management 
and control information may be included in the metadata but 
need not be built into the executable binaries of the applica 
tion. Some managed mobile applications may be built to 
include built-in application management Support, but without 
certain specific parameters that configure and control the 
operation of the managed application, Such as the specific set 
of URLs to which a managed web application is limited, the 
specific device hardware and features that a managed appli 
cation may access, etc. In these examples, the specific con 
figuration parameters may be included in the metadata, and 
the executable binaries of the application may be configured 
to retrieve this data from the metadata (e.g., from an enter 
prise application store) after the managed application is 
installed on a mobile device and first executed. In this way, a 
single managed application (e.g., in a public application 
store) may execute differently in different enterprise system 
infrastructures, depending on the configuration parameters in 
the corresponding metadata on the different enterprise sys 
temS. 

0.125. In step 608, the managed mobile application may be 
provided to a public application store, and in step 609 the 
associated metadata may be provided to an enterprise appli 
cation store. As described above in reference to FIG. 5, the 
managed mobile application in this example may include the 
executable binaries for the managed mobile application, 
which may be published by and distributed from a public 
application store, such as the APPLE APP STORE, the 
GOOGLE PLAY APP STORE, and/or other public applica 
tion stores. The enterprise application store may correspond 
to a non-public application store within an enterprise system 
infrastructure under the control of a business or organization. 
0126. In the example shown in FIG. 6, the managed 
mobile application and the associated metadata are provided 
to different application stores. However, in other examples, 
both the managed mobile application (e.g., the executable 
binaries) and the associated metadata may be provided to the 
public application store and/or enterprise application store. In 
Some cases, a single uniform copy of a managed mobile 
application may be provided to a public application store, and 
various different versions of the associated metadata may be 
provided to different enterprise application stores. In such 
examples a different/custom copy of the metadata may be 
generated for each different enterprise system, allowing the 
different enterprise systems to provide their users (e.g., 
employees) when customized implementations of the man 
aged mobile application based on the preferences of the spe 
cific enterprise system. 
0127. Referring now to FIG. 7, a diagram is shown illus 
trating an example process receiving and using a managed 
mobile application by a mobile device 703. As shown in this 
example, the mobile device 703 may download a managed 
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mobile application from a first application store 701 (e.g., a 
public application store), and may download metadata asso 
ciated with the managed mobile application from a second 
application store 702 (e.g., an enterprise application store). 
However, in other examples, both the managed mobile appli 
cation and the associated metadata may be distributed by and 
downloaded from a single application store 701 or 701. Fur 
ther, in Some cases, the associated metadata need not be 
downloaded onto the mobile device 703. For instance the 
metadata may be accessed by the mobile device 703 only to 
determine a download URL for the managed mobile applica 
tion, or might not be accessed at all by the mobile device 703. 
In other cases, the managed mobile application 704, after 
being downloaded to the mobile device 703, may be config 
ured to retrieve the metadata from the enterprise application 
Store 702. 

0128. In some embodiments, the metadata associated with 
the managed mobile application may be stored in a catalog 
702a within the enterprise application store 702, along with 
the metadata for a number of other applications. For example, 
the catalog 702a in enterprise application store 702 may have 
metadata derived from a number of different applications, and 
users of mobile devices 703 in the enterprise system may log 
into the enterprise application store 702 to retrieve a list of the 
managed applications that are available? approved for the 
enterprise system. Prior to listing an application in a catalog 
702a on an enterprise application store 702, the application 
may be evaluated by the enterprise system to ensure that it is 
compatible with the enterprise gateway, infrastructure, and/or 
the security and management policies of the enterprise sys 
tem. Such evaluation may include, for example, access gate 
way integration testing. If an application is not compatible 
with the enterprise system in Some respect, the system may 
determine that the application should not be listed in the 
catalog 702a, even though the application may be available 
for downloading via a public application store 701. 
0129. As discussed above, the metadata associated with a 
managed mobile application may include one or more URLS 
from which the application binaries may be downloaded. 
Therefore, in some cases, users of mobile devices 703 may 
log into the enterprise application store 702, and may use the 
application metadata to retrieve the application binaries 704 
from the public application store 701. In this example, the 
enterprise application store 702 may automatically retrieve 
the application binaries 704 from the public application store 
701, and provide them to the mobile device 703. Alterna 
tively, the enterprise application store 702 may provide the 
URLs to the mobile device 703, and the mobile device 703 
may connect to the public application store 701 to download 
the application 704. In either case, these processes may be 
transparent to users of mobile devices 703, so that it appears 
to the users that the application 704 is being downloaded 
solely from the enterprise store 702 without needing to access 
the public application store 701. 
0.130. In other examples, users may log into the public 
application store 701 and download the application 704 with 
out needing to first access to the catalog 702a in the enterprise 
application store 702. Thus, users of mobile devices 703 need 
not have any interaction with or awareness of the enterprise 
application store 702. In some cases, after an application is 
downloaded from a public application store 701, the mobile 
device may automatically connect to the enterprise applica 
tion store 702 (e.g., after the download of the application 704, 
or during the first execution of the application 704) to deter 
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mine if the metadata associated with the application 704 is 
present in the catalog 702a, and to download the metadata if 
available. 

0131 When an application is updated in the public appli 
cation store 701, for example, an updated version of a man 
aged mobile application 704, the metadata in the catalog 702a 
may or may not also be updated. In some examples, the 
software tools 502 (e.g., a toolkit 502 for an ISV) may be 
designed with flexibility to allow ISVs and other developers 
to update the application in a public application store 701 
without updating the corresponding metadata in the catalog 
702a. In these examples, mobile devices 703 may download 
newer versions of the application binaries 704 directly from 
the public application store 701, and the new app version of 
the application should work correctly even though it may be 
associated with an enterprise account that has obsolete data in 
the catalog 702a. 
0.132. In certain embodiments, mobile applications 704 
that include built-in application management Support, such as 
managed mobile applications generated using the techniques 
discussed above in reference to FIGS. 5-6, may be executed 
on the mobile device 703 in either a managed mode (i.e., in 
which the application behaves like a managed application) or 
an unmanaged mode (i.e., in which the application does not 
behave like a managed application). For example, managed 
mobile application 704 may execute in an unmanaged mode 
if an application management agent 705 is not installed on the 
mobile device 703, and/or if the mobile device user has not 
logged into the enterprise application store 702 and enrolled 
the application 704. Thus, users may download managed 
mobile applications 704 to their devices 703 and run these 
applications, even if and application management agent 705 
is not present or if the user/mobile device 703 has not received 
the proper authorization to run to the application 704 from the 
enterprise system (e.g., application management agent 705 
and/or enterprise gateway). In contrast, if the application 704 
is a published and enrolled application associated with the 
enterprise application store 702, the application 704 may be 
executed in a managed mode, and may behave like a managed 
application on the mobile device 703. 
0.133 Additionally, certain enterprise systems may pro 
vide dual-mode Support for managed mobile applications 
704. When dual-mode support is provided, an application 
may initially run in a first mode (e.g., managed or unman 
aged), and Subsequently run in a second mode (e.g., managed 
or unmanaged) in response to a request by the mobile device 
user and/or based on certain conditions. For example, an 
application 704 initially running in unmanaged mode may 
begin running in managed mode after an application manage 
mentagent 705 is installed on the mobile device 703, the user 
logs into the enterprise store 702, and subscribes the applica 
tion 704. At this point, the application 704 is associated with 
the enterprise account of the user/mobile device 703, and the 
application 704 will behave like a managed application. 
Using this approach, certain application developers (e.g., 
ISVs and other third-party application developers) may 
choose to upload two versions of their application (e.g., a 
personal version and an enterprise version), or may choose to 
upload a single integrated version of their application. In 
certain embodiments, applications 704 may only be permit 
ted to transition from unmanaged mode to managed mode, 
and not from managed mode to unmanaged mode. In other 
examples, applications 704 may transition both directions. 
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I0134. With respect to dual-mode support for managed 
mobile applications 704, in certain examples, multiple differ 
ent application types may be supported to control certain 
behaviors of the applications 704 in managed mode and 
unmanaged mode. In some cases, application types for dual 
mode Support may be determined when the managed mobile 
application is generated (e.g., modified and re-built) using the 
techniques discussed above in reference to FIGS. 5-6. For 
instance, one or more software tools 502 configured to 
modify and rebuild a mobile application may be configured to 
accept an application type input (e.g., as a command-line 
argument or input into a wizard, data file, or other user inter 
face, etc.). In some examples, a software toolkit 502 provided 
to ISVs and other application developers may include an API 
allowing the ISV or developer to define an application type 
for the managed mobile application to be generated. 
0.135 Application types for dual-mode support may gov 
ern various features of execution in managed mode and 
unmanaged mode, as well as the conditions and requirements 
for applications to transition between modes. For example, 
certain application types may be designed to specifically tar 
get enterprise users, and developers may prefer that these 
applications run in managed mode. Applications of this type 
may be permitted to run in an unmanaged mode before they 
are associated with an enterprise account, but when running 
in an unmanaged mode the applications may run with a set of 
default management policies defined by the developer (e.g., 
ISV) in a template file. Thus, ISVs and other developers may 
control the behavior of the certain applications, by setting an 
application type and configuring default management poli 
cies, without any association between the application and an 
enterprise account. In contrast, other types of applications 
may be permitted to run in unmanaged mode without any 
default management policies. 
0.136 AS another example, an application type relating to 
dual-mode Support may require that the mobile device user 
provides a manual confirmation (e.g., via a dialog box or 
other user prompt) before the application 704 is transitioned 
from unmanaged mode to managed mode. In this example, a 
dialog box or other prompt may be provided to the user only 
after all of the other conditions of transition from unmanaged 
to managed have been satisfied (e.g., the application manage 
ment agent 705 is present on the mobile device 703, an enter 
prise account was logged into at least once from the applica 
tion management agent 705, the application 704 is entitled to 
the user from the enterprise account, and/or the user has 
subscribed to the application 704). In this case, only if the user 
confirms will the application 704 be transitioned from 
unmanaged mode to managed mode, even if all of the other 
conditions are met. In contrast, other types of applications 
may be automatically transitioned from unmanaged mode to 
managed mode without needing a confirmation by the user. In 
additional examples, application types relating to dual-mode 
may require that an application 704 run in a specific mode 
(e.g., unmanaged or managed), or may set the conditions that 
govern when an application is transitioned between modes. 
0.137 As discussed above, a managed mobile application 
704 may be downloaded to a mobile 703 via an enterprise 
application store 702 or directly from a public application 
store 701. Further, certain managed mobile applications 704 
may execute with or without the presence of an application 
management agent 705 and/or other enterprise infrastructure. 
Additionally, multiple execution modes may be supported 
(e.g., managed and unmanaged), and application types and 
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corresponding rules may be implemented to control the 
execution behavior of the application 704 based on various 
conditions. Although discussed separately above, these con 
cepts may operate in combination in many scenarios. The 
examples below further illustrate these concepts in combina 
tion for the first time execution of a managed mobile appli 
cation 704 on a mobile device 703. 
0.138. In certain examples, the mobile device user may 

install and log onto the application management agent 705 
before downloading the managed mobile application 704 
(e.g., via the public application store 701 using the user's 
personal account). In Such cases, the user may log onto the 
application management agent 705 to Subscribe and down 
load the managed mobile application 704 from the public 
application store 701, and then launch the application 704. In 
this example, the application 704 may initiate a handshaking 
protocol and authentication handshaking process with the 
application management agent 705 to establish secure inter 
process communication (IPC). During executing, the appli 
cation 704 may flip to the application management agent 
when the mobile device user is required to enter credentials to 
log into the application management agent 705. 
0.139. In other examples, the mobile device user may 
download managed mobile application 704 from the public 
application store 701 before installing and/or logging onto the 
application management agent 705. For example, if the user 
installs and launches a managed mobile application 704 
before the application management agent 705 is installed on 
the mobile device 703, then managed mobile application 704 
may run in unmanaged mode, as discussed above. 
0140. In still other examples, if the user launches the man 
aged mobile application 704 for the first time after the appli 
cation management agent 705 is installed on the mobile 
device 703, but before the user has logged onto the applica 
tion management agent, the managed mobile application 704 
may be configured to detect that application management 
agent 705 is installed on the mobile device 703 and automati 
cally start the application management agent 705. After the 
application management agent 705 is started and the user logs 
with an enterprise account, the application management 
agent 705 may be configured to enumerate the user's sub 
scribed applications in the enterprise application store 702. In 
this case, the application 704 may be configured to check the 
set of applications enumerated by the application manage 
ment agent 705. If the application 704 is subscribed, the 
application 704 may launch in managed mode, and if the 
application 704 is not subscribed, the application 704 may 
launch in unmanaged mode. In additional examples, as dis 
cussed above, the application 704 may prompt the user for a 
confirmation before transitioning from unmanaged to man 
aged mode. 
0141 Policy-Based Control of a Managed Application 
Derived from an Unmanaged Application 
0142 FIGS. 8 and 9, and the sections below, illustrate 
various embodiments and examples relating to policy-based 
control of a managed application derived from an unmanaged 
application. As in the examples above, Some examples of 
managed applications are described in reference to mobile 
applications for devices, such as mobile phones, personal 
digital assistants (PDAs), tablet, and laptop computers. For 
example, FIGS. 8-9 illustrate example processes in which an 
unmanaged mobile application is received from an applica 
tion source 801 or 901, and converted into a managed mobile 
application via application conversion component 802 or 
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902. The managed mobile application may then be provided 
to an application distribution server 803 or 903, from which it 
may be downloaded by a mobile device 804 or 904. However, 
it should be understood that the concepts described herein are 
not limited to mobile applications and mobile devices, but 
may be applied to other types of computing devices as well. 
For example, managed software applications may be devel 
oped for and distributed to personal desktop computers and 
other non-mobile computing devices, using similar (or the 
same) techniques described below for mobile applications 
and mobile devices. Managed applications also may be devel 
oped for and distributed to devices on other software plat 
forms, such as television-based platforms (e.g., ANDROID 
applications for GOOGLE TV, etc.), automobile-based or 
vehicle-based software platforms, and the like, using similar 
or the same techniques described below for mobile applica 
tions and mobile devices (e.g., Software development and 
modification tools, distribution via application stores, etc.). 
0.143 Referring to FIG. 8, a diagram is shown illustrating 
an example computing environment and example process of 
providing a managed mobile application to a mobile device 
804. As shown in this example, an application source 801, 
Such as public application store, an enterprise application 
store, a Software developer, etc., may include a repository of 
unmanaged apps (e.g., applications which are not under local 
policy control). 
0144. An application conversion component 802 may 
receive an unmanaged application from the application 
source 801, decompile the unmanaged application, augment 
the unmanaged application with a set of instructions that 
impose control based on a set of policies, and then recompile 
the unmanaged application to form a managed application. 
The managed application then may be offered through an 
application Source (e.g., the same application Source 801 or a 
different application store, or an application distribution 
server 803 such as an enterprise application server, etc.) for 
use by mobile devices 804. 
0145 Once the managed application is installed on the 
mobile device 804, the managed application may access, and 
may operate in accordance with, a set of policies which are 
separately maintained on the mobile device 804. Addition 
ally, the managed application may request an updated set of 
policies from the application source (e.g., application Source 
801, application distribution server 803, etc.) and operate in 
accordance with the updated set of policies over time and in a 
routine manner. 

014.6 Referring to FIG.9, a diagram is shown illustrating 
another example computing environment and example pro 
cesses of providing a managed mobile application to a mobile 
device 904. In this example, the electronic environment 
shown in FIG. 9 includes an application source 901, a soft 
ware converting equipment running a specialized software 
utility 902, an application store server 903, and a mobile 
device 904 (e.g., a Smartphone, a tablet, etc.). 
0.147. In FIGS. 8 and 9, although the application sources 
801 and 901, converting components 802 and 902, and appli 
cation distribution servers 803 and 903 are shown as separate 
apparatuses in these example, it should be understood that 
any two or all three of these may be implemented as the same 
apparatus in various examples. For instance, in some arrange 
ments, users of mobile devices 904 may purchase managed 
applications from an application store server 903, which 
operates as both a vehicle for distributing the managed appli 
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cations as well as a policy server for distributing policies 
which control how the managed applications operate on the 
mobile devices 904. 
0148. Additionally, it should be understood that the vari 
ous apparatuses of the computing environments shown herein 
may be computerized and communicate via electronic sig 
nals. For example, each computerized apparatus 801-804 and 
901-904 may include a communications interface to connect 
to a communications medium such as a computer network, 
memory to cache and/or persistently store information, and 
processing circuitry to execute an operating system and local 
applications, including some or all of the components dis 
cussed above in reference to FIGS. 1 and 2. 
0149 Referring again to FIG. 9, during operation, the 
conversion equipment 902 may run a specialized software 
utility which receives an unmanaged application 905 from a 
software source 901 (see step 1). The conversion equipment 
902, when running in accordance with the specialized soft 
ware utility, may decompile the unmanaged application 905, 
for example, into human-readable source code. Then, the 
conversion equipment 902 may modify the source code to 
include (e.g., embed) various policy control features. For 
example, the conversion equipment 902 may be constructed 
and arranged to analyze (e.g., Scan and identify) activities and 
appropriate locations to inject policy-based control instruc 
tions into the Software source code of the unmanaged appli 
cation. The conversion equipment 902 may then recompile 
the source code to form a managed application 906. 
0150. In this example, the application store server 903 
may receive and load managed applications from the conver 
sion equipment 902 (see step 2), thereby making the managed 
application available for distribution to consumer devices via 
the application store server 903. In some cases, an adminis 
trator may provide policies which control the operation of the 
managed applications 906, and Such policies may be stored 
on and made available for distribution via the application 
Store Server 903. 

0151. In certain embodiments, a user of mobile device 904 
may browse applications offered by the application store 
server 903 via a client application 907 (e.g., an application 
store application) installed on the mobile device 904. For 
example, when a user of a mobile device 904 wishes to 
acquire a managed application (e.g., purchase, or via a free 
download), the user may direct an application store client 
application 907 on the mobile device 904 to request the man 
aged application (see step 3). The application store server 903 
may respond to the application request by providing the man 
aged application to the mobile device 904 (see step 4). The 
mobile device user may then install the managed application 
on the mobile device 904 (see step 5). Such installation may 
be automatically triggered by the application store applica 
tion 907, for example, the application store application 907 
may automatically direct the operating system of the mobile 
device 904 to install the managed application. In other 
examples, the installation of the managed application may be 
manually coordinated by the user of the mobile device 904. 
0152. When the user initially invokes the managed appli 
cation 906 installed on the mobile device 904, the managed 
application 906 may communicate with the application store 
application 907 to obtain a set of policies (see step 6). In some 
examples, the set of policies may be provided to the applica 
tion store application 907 from the application store server 
903 during the purchase and/or download of the managed 
application 906. In other cases, the control policies might not 
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initially be present on the mobile device 904. In such cases, 
the application store application 907 may send a policy 
request to the application store server 903 to obtain the set of 
policies (see step 7). In response to the policy request, the 
application store server 903 may provide the set of policies to 
the mobile device (see step 8). In various examples, the set of 
control policies and the managed application 906 may be 
separate software constructs or may be combined into a single 
software object. 
0153. After the managed application 906 and the control 
policies are available to (e.g., installed on) the mobile device 
904, the managed application may be run in accordance with 
the set of control policies, enabling the mobile device user to 
perform useful work (see step 9). In some examples, the set of 
control policies may dictate one or more times in which the 
managed application 906 will be configured to request an 
updated set of control policies. For instance, the set of control 
policies may direct the managed application 906 to obtain a 
new set of control policies daily, every two or three days, 
every week, every month, etc. When the managed application 
906 requires a new set of control policies, the managed appli 
cation 906 may signal the application store application 907 to 
retrieve the new set of policies from the application store 
server 903 (see step 6 again). That is, the application store 
application 907 may operate as a proxy to obtain new sets of 
control policies from the application store server 903 on 
behalf of the managed application 906. In some cases, the 
mobile device 904 may be configured to install and run mul 
tiple managed applications 906. In such cases, the same appli 
cation store application 907 may be configured to communi 
cate with the application store server 903 on behalf of each 
managed application 906a-in, or different application store 
applications 907 may be installed on the mobile device 904 
corresponding to each managed application 906a-n. 
0154 Certain embodiments illustrating policy-based con 
trol of a managed application derived from an unmanaged 
application may include various methods of generating a 
managed application 906 from an unmanaged application 
905. Such embodiments may include receiving, by one or 
more computing devices and/or processing circuitry, an 
unmanaged application 905 from an application source 901, 
the unmanaged application 905 being constructed and 
arranged to execute on a mobile device. These embodiments 
may further include decompiling, by the computing devices 
and/or processing circuitry, the unmanaged application 905 
into unmanaged (e.g., readable and/or editable) source code. 
Such embodiments may further include adding, by the com 
puting devices and/or processing circuitry, a set of policy 
based control instructions to the unmanaged source code to 
form managed source code, wherein the set of policy-based 
control instructions may be constructed and arranged to pro 
vide policy-based control. Such embodiments may further 
includes compiling, by the computing devices and/or pro 
cessing circuitry, the managed source code to form a managed 
application 906 which, when executed on a mobile devices 
904, may be configured to access and operate in accordance 
with a set of policies that may be separately stored on the 
mobile device 904. 

0155 Examples of computing devices and/or processing 
circuitry upon which various embodiments may be per 
formed include particular hardware and/or various software 
development platforms, such as servers, general purpose 
computers, client workstations, and so on, including some or 
all of the components discussed above in reference to FIGS. 
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1-2. Such platforms may be equipped with various software 
development tools including, for example, compilers, linkers, 
libraries, editors, debuggers, other runtime environment and 
test utilities, and so on. 
0156 Certain additional embodiments illustrating policy 
based control of a managed application derived from an 
unmanaged application may include various methods of oper 
ating mobile electronic devices (e.g., Smartphone, laptop, 
tablet computer, etc.). Such embodiments may include 
receiving, using the hardware and/or software of a mobile 
device 904, a managed application 906 from an application 
server 903 during a first communication, the managed appli 
cation 906 being constructed and arranged to access and 
operate in accordance with a set of control policies. Such 
embodiments may further include receiving, by the mobile 
device 904, a set of control policies from the application 
server 903 during a second communication different than the 
first communication, wherein the set of control policies may 
be stored on the mobile device 904 separately from the man 
aged application 906. Such embodiments may further include 
running, by the mobile device 904, the managed application 
906, which may be accessed and operated in accordance with 
the set of control policies stored on the mobile device 904 
separately from the managed application 906. 
0157. Other various embodiments illustrating policy 
based control of a managed application derived from an 
unmanaged application may be directed to electronic systems 
and apparatuses, processing circuits, computing environ 
ments, computer program products, and so on. Certain 
embodiments may directed to various processes, electronic 
components and circuitry which are involved in generating, 
deploying and operating managed applications derived from 
unmanaged applications. 
0158. As discussed above, mobile devices 904 may allow 
users to purchase and download applications for their devices 
904 from an external web site or service, which may be 
referred to as an application store server 903. An application 
configured to communicate with an application store server 
903 and/or browse application store services may be an appli 
cation store application 907. In some cases, the application 
store application 907 may be configured to download and 
install a managed application 906, and then may cease man 
agement of that application. Ongoing conditions, such loss of 
entitlement to the application, or changes to the allowed uses 
of the application, may or may not be maintained or enforced. 
Thus, in Some cases, once the managed application 906 is 
installed on a mobile device 904, the enterprise or organiza 
tion that distributed it may lose the ability to control access to 
the managed application 906. 
0159. Certain advantages may be realized from various 
embodiments of policy-based control of a managed applica 
tion derived from an unmanaged application. For example, 
company employees, customers, or other organization mem 
bers may prefer to use their own devices, and might not want 
to enroll their devices in a Mobile Device Management 
(MDM) system service. Various techniques discussed herein 
provide a means by which a company or other organization 
may add management to applications and distribute those 
applications to unmanaged devices, such as mobile devices 
904 or company employees, customers, or organization mem 
bers. 

0160 Additional embodiments and techniques may 
include systems and/or methods for adding management to 
applications that are to be distributed to unmanaged devices, 
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such as mobile devices 904. Such systems may include an 
application running on a mobile device 904 that acts as an 
application store application 907 for downloading and install 
ing other applications from one or more sites or services 
acting as an application store (e.g., application store server 
903). Such systems may further include a software utility 
configured to takes as an input an unmanaged application.905 
and output the same application with additional management 
Software added as a managed application 906. Such systems 
also may include a set of security policies and/or rules that 
control how the managed application 906 is expected to oper 
ate on the mobile device 904. 
0.161 Additional embodiments and techniques may 
include methods involving generating a managed application 
906 by submitting an unmanaged application 905 to a hard 
ware and/or software utility, Such as application conversion 
component 802 or conversion equipment 902. Such embodi 
ments may include the software utility decompiling the origi 
nal application into byte code or readable source code, and 
further may include modifying the byte code or readable 
Source code by injecting various management software and 
components. Such examples may include recompiling the 
modified application into a new and managed version of the 
application 906, and may further include providing the man 
aged application 906 to an application distribution server 
(e.g., application store server 903) and making the available 
for downloading and installing by a client application (e.g., 
application store application 907) running on the mobile 
device 904. Such examples may further include the managed 
application 906 periodically contacting the application store 
application 907 to confirm entitlement and to refresh security 
policies. 
0162 Various embodiments may include techniques for 
an organization (e.g., an enterprise) to provide managed 
applications to unmanaged devices, such as employee or cus 
tomer mobile devices 904, without requiring the devices to be 
enrolled into Mobile Device Management Systems. Embodi 
ments described herein provide techniques by which an orga 
nization may distribute and control access to specific appli 
cations and data on mobile devices that are not under the 
direct control of the organization, even if those applications 
were originally written without management Software 
included. Accordingly, Some embodiments may include one 
or more software utilities configured to dynamically inject 
management code into existing unmanaged applications. 
Thus, even Software applications that were originally devel 
oped without any management software may potentially be 
added to lists of managed applications used by enterprises 
and other organizations. 
0163 Additionally, in some examples, an application 
store application 907 may act as an authentication and Secu 
rity policy management application, thereby allowing for 
management of specific applications on unmanaged devices. 
Thus, rather than performing device management by enroll 
ing the entire device into a management system, or rewriting 
unmanaged applications with specific management compo 
nents added as part of the core design of the application, 
various examples described herein may allow managed appli 
cation control to be imposed and dynamically updated via 
policies which are deployed locally to the mobile devices to 
direct and control the operation of the managed applications. 
0164 FIG. 10 is a flow diagram illustrating an example 
process for wrapping an application for an application man 
agement framework, in accordance with one or more illustra 
tive aspects described herein. Referring to FIG. 10, at step 
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1002, a stub for a proxy of an OS API call may be generated. 
In some embodiments, the OS API call may be a call to a 
method of the OS API and the proxy of the OS API call may 
include a call corresponding to the method of the OS API. For 
example, Tables T1 and T2 depict illustrative pseudo code for 
non-static and static ANDROID API method calls, respec 
tively. 

TABLE T1 

public retType method (paramTypes) 
public static retType method (Object instance, paramTypes) 

return ((androidclass)instance).method(); 

TABLE T2 

public static retType method (paramTypes) 
public static retType method (Object instance, paramTypes) 
{ 

return androidclass. method(); 

0.165. In some embodiments, the OS API call may be a call 
to a class of the OS API. In such embodiments, the proxy of 
the OS API call may include a call to a class that extends the 
class of the OS API. For example, Table T3 depicts illustrative 
pseudo code for a class that extends a class of the ANDROID 
API. 

TABLE T3 

public class ActivityStub extends android.app. Activity 

protected void onCreate(Bundle paramBundle) 

ctX onCreate(paramBundle); 

public void Super ctX onCreate(Bundle paramBundle) 

Super.onCreate(paramBundle); 

protected void ctX onCreate(Bundle paramBundle) 

Super.onCreate(paramBundle); 

public void startActivity (Intent paramIntent, Bundle paramBundle) 

SuperstartActivity (paramIntent, paramBundle); 

0166 A class associated with an application may have its 
Superclass name changed to the name of the class that extends 
the class of the OS API, and any associated method may be 
renamed. For example, Table T4 depicts illustrative pseudo 
code for renaming a class associated with an application to the 
class illustrated by Table T3. 

TABLE T4 

public class My Activity extends ActivityStub 

protected void ctX onCreate(Bundle paramBundle) 

// developer code 
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0.167 At step 1004, policy enforcement logic may be 
inserted into the stub for the proxy of the OS API call. For 
example, an aspect-oriented programming (AOP) extension 
(e.g., AspectJ) may be used to create and/or insert the policy 
enforcement logic. Table T5 depicts illustrative pseudo code 
for policy enforcement logic and Table T6 depicts illustrative 
pseudo code for a wrapped method in an application Subclass. 

TABLETS 

public void featureMethod (...) 

if(featurePolicyBlocked) 
return; 

((android. featureMethod)paramCobject).featureMethod(...); 

TABLE T6 

protected void onCreate(Bundle bundle) 
{ 

if wrapMethod) 

f skip developer code by calling the Super method 
Super ctX onCreate(bundle); 
return; 

ctX onCreate(bundle); 

(0168 As indicated above, in some embodiments, the OS 
API call may be a call to a method of the OS API, and the 
proxy for the OS API call may include a call corresponding to 
the method of the OS API. In such embodiments, the policy 
enforcement logic may include one or more conditions for 
determining whether the call corresponding to the method of 
the OS API should be invoked. The stub for the proxy of the 
OS API call may have a return type corresponding to a return 
type of the OS API call and/or the stub for the proxy of the OS 
API call may have one or more parameters corresponding to 
parameters of the OS API call. If the application invokes the 
reference to the stub for the proxy of the OS API call, a value 
for each of the one or more parameters corresponding to the 
parameters of the OS API call may be received from the 
application, and a device running the OS and the application 
(e.g., mobile device 904) may execute the policy enforcement 
logic to determine whether the call corresponding to the 
method of the OS API should be invoked. In response to 
determining that the call corresponding to the method of the 
OS API should be invoked, the call corresponding to the 
method of the OS API may be invoked, the value for each of 
the one or more parameters corresponding to parameters of 
the OS API call may be passed to the method of the OS API, 
and a value of the return type of the OS API call may be 
received from the method of the OS API. This value may be 
returned to the application by the proxy of the OS API call. In 
response to determining that the call corresponding to the 
method of the OS API should not be invoked, the call corre 
sponding to the method of the OS API may fail to be invoked, 
the value for each of the one or more parameters correspond 
ing to parameters of the OS API call may fail to be passed to 
the method of the OS API, and a predetermined value of the 
return type of the OS API call may be returned to the appli 
cation by the proxy of the OS API call. 
(0169. Additionally or alternatively, the OS API call may 
be a call to a class of the OS API, and the proxy of the OS API 
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call may include a call to a class that extends the class of the 
OS API. In such embodiments, if the application invokes the 
reference to the stub for the proxy of the OS API call, an 
instance of the class that extends the class of the OS API may 
be instantiated. The instance of the class that extends the class 
of the OS API may include an instance of the class of the OS 
API and the policy enforcement logic. The policy enforce 
ment logic may include one or more conditions for determin 
ing whether a call to a method of the instance of the class of 
the OS API should be invoked. A device running the OS and 
the application (e.g., mobile device 904) may execute the 
policy enforcement logic to determine whether the call to the 
method of the instance of the class of the OS API should be 
invoked. In response to determining that the call to the 
method of the instance of the class of the OS API should be 
invoked, the method of the instance of the class of the OS API 
may be invoked. In response to determining that the call to the 
method of the instance of the class of the OS API should not 
be invoked, the method of the instance of the class of the OS 
API may fail to be invoked. 
0170 In some embodiments, the application may invoke 
one or more calls to the OS API that trigger one or more 
operations of the OS API. In such embodiments, the one or 
more calls to the API may be identified via the class that 
extends the class of the OS API. At runtime, the class that 
extends the class of the OS API may implement the function 
ality of the one or operations of the OS API or proxies thereof, 
subject to the policy enforcement logic. For example, Table 
T7 depicts illustrative pseudo code for implementing a proxy 
of an operation of an OS API. 

TABLE T7 

Public Object getSystemService(String service) 

Object serviceObject = SupergetSystemService(service); 
return proxywrapper(serviceObject): 

(0171 As illustrated by Table T7, a proxy of a service 
object may be returned. The policy enforcement logic may 
thus be utilized to determine whether to forward or ignore 
calls to the underlying (or “real') service object. 
0172. In some embodiments, the class that extends the 
class of the OS API may include one or more calls to a method 
or methods that are not available in earlier versions of the OS. 
In such embodiments, a “dummy' or “placeholder” class may 
be included to prevent the class loader from throwing a class 
not found exception in response to encountering the one or 
more calls. Table T8 depicts illustrative pseudo code for such 
a “dummy' or “placeholder” class (e.g., for an on Action 
Mode call in ANDROID). 

TABLE T8 

class citrixSuper.android.app. Activity { 
public void on ActionModeFinished (ActionMode mode) 

class android.view. ActionMode 
fempty 

0173. In some embodiments, the policy enforcement logic 
may include one or more calls to a policy enforcement class 
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that includes one or more methods for determining whether a 
call by the application to the OS API should be invoked. The 
method(s) for determining whether the call by the application 
to the OS API should be invoked may include a method for 
determining whether a call by the application to the OS API 
for cutting, copying, or pasting data to or from a clipboard of 
the OS should be invoked. Additionally or alternatively, the 
method(s) for determining whether the call by the application 
to the OS API should be invoked may include a method for 
determining whether a call by the application to the OS API 
for browsing to a specified uniform resource locator (URL) 
should be invoked, a method for determining whether a call 
by the application to the OS API for geographical location 
information accessible to the OS, camera data accessible to 
the OS, or microphone data accessible to the OS should be 
invoked, and/or a method for determining whether a call by 
the application to the OS API for composing an email mes 
sage or a short messaging service (SMS) message should be 
invoked. 

0.174. At step 1006, code of an application may be parsed 
to identify one or more calls corresponding to the OS API call. 
In some embodiments, the code of the application may com 
prise bytecode of the application configured for execution by 
a process virtual machine run on the OS (e.g., ANDROID's 
DALVIK), and parsing the code of the application to identify 
the one or more calls corresponding to the OS API call may 
include parsing the bytecode of the application to identify one 
or more portions of bytecode of the application that corre 
spond to the OS API call. At step 1008, the one or more calls 
corresponding to the OS API call may be replaced with a 
reference to the stub for the proxy of the OS API call. In some 
embodiments, at least a portion of the code of the application 
(e.g., bytecode of the application) may be merged with code 
(e.g., bytecode) comprising the policy enforcement logic into 
a common file. 

0.175. Although the subject matter has been described in 
language specific to structural features and/or methodologi 
cal acts, it is to be understood that the subject matter defined 
in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the spe 
cific features or acts described above. Rather, the specific 
features and acts described above are described as example 
implementations of the following claims. Aspects of the dis 
closure have been described in terms of illustrative embodi 
ments thereof. Numerous other embodiments, modifications, 
and variations within the scope and spirit of the appended 
claims will occur to persons of ordinary skill in the art from a 
review of this disclosure. For example, one of ordinary skill in 
the art will appreciate that the steps described and/or illus 
trated herein may be performed in other than the recited order, 
and that one or more steps illustrated may be optional in 
accordance with aspects of the disclosure. Modifications may 
be made, particularly in light of the foregoing teachings. For 
example, each of the elements of the aforementioned embodi 
ments may be utilized alone or in combination or Sub-com 
bination with elements of the other embodiments. It will also 
be appreciated and understood that modifications may be 
made without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
aspects described herein. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A method, comprising: 
generating, by at least one processor of a computing plat 

form, a stub for a proxy of an operating system (OS) 
application program interface (API) call; 
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inserting, by the at least one processor, policy enforcement 
logic into the stub for the proxy of the OS API call; 

parsing, by the at least one processor, code of an applica 
tion to identify one or more calls corresponding to the 
OS API call; and 

replacing, by the at least one processor, the one or more 
calls corresponding to the OS API call with a reference 
to the stub for the proxy of the OS API call. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the OS API call com 
prises a call to a method of the OS API, wherein the proxy for 
the OS API call comprises a call corresponding to the method 
of the OS API, and wherein the policy enforcement logic 
comprises one or more conditions for determining whether 
the call corresponding to the method of the OS API should be 
invoked. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the stub for the proxy of 
the OS API call comprises a return type corresponding to a 
return type of the OS API call and one or more parameters 
corresponding to parameters of the OS API call, the method 
comprising: 

invoking, by the application, the reference to the stub for 
the proxy of the OS API call, wherein invoking the 
reference to the stub for the proxy of the OS API call 
includes receiving, from the application, a value for each 
of the one or more parameters corresponding to param 
eters of the OS API call; and 

executing, by a device running the OS and the application, 
the policy enforcement logic to determine whether the 
call corresponding to the method of the OS API should 
be invoked. 

4. The method of claim 3, comprising: 
responsive to determining that the call corresponding to the 
method of the OS API should be invoked, invoking the 
call corresponding to the method of the OS API, wherein 
invoking the call corresponding to the method of the OS 
API includes: 

passing, to the method of the OS API, the value for each 
of the one or more parameters corresponding to 
parameters of the OS API call; and 

receiving, from the method of the OS API, a value of the 
return type of the OS API call; and 

returning, by the proxy of the OS API call and to the 
application, the value of the return type of the OS API 
call. 

5. The method of claim 3, comprising: 
responsive to determining that the call corresponding to the 

method of the OS API should not be invoked: 
failing to invoke the call corresponding to the method of 

the OS API: 
failing to pass, to the method of the OS API, the value for 

each of the one or more parameters corresponding to 
parameters of the OS API call; and 

returning, by the proxy of the OS API call and to the 
application, a predetermined value of the return type 
of the OS API call. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the OS API call com 
prises a call to a class of the OS API, and wherein the proxy 
for the OS API call comprises a call to a class that extends the 
class of the OS API. 

7. The method of claim 6, comprising: 
invoking, by the application, the reference to the stub for 

the proxy of the OS API call; and 
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instantiating an instance of the class that extends the class 
of the OS API, wherein the class that extends the OS API 
comprises an instance of the class of the OS API and the 
policy enforcement logic. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the policy enforcement 
logic comprises one or more conditions for determining 
whether a call to a method of the instance of the class of the 
OS API should be invoked, the method comprising executing, 
by a device running the OS and the application, the policy 
enforcement logic to determine whether the call to the 
method of the instance of the class of the OS API should be 
invoked. 

9. The method of claim 8, comprising responsive to deter 
mining that the call to the method of the instance of the class 
of the OS API should be invoked, invoking the method of the 
instance of the class of the OS API. 

10. The method of claim8, comprising responsive to deter 
mining that the call to the method of the instance of the class 
of the OS API should not be invoked, failing to invoke the 
method of the instance of the class of the OS API. 

11. The method of claim 1, comprising merging at least a 
portion of the code of the application and code comprising the 
policy enforcement logic into a common file. 

12. The method of claim 1, wherein parsing the code of the 
application to identify the one or more calls corresponding to 
the OS API call comprises parsing bytecode of the application 
to identify one or more portions of the bytecode of the appli 
cation that correspond to the OS API call. 

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the bytecode of the 
application is configured for execution by a process virtual 
machine run on the OS. 

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the policy enforcement 
logic comprises one or more calls to a policy enforcement 
class comprising one or more methods for determining 
whether a call by the application to the OS API should be 
invoked. 

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the one or more 
methods for determining whether the call by the application 
to the OS API should be invoked include at least one method 
for determining whether a call by the application to the OS 
API for cutting, copying, or pasting data to or from a clip 
board of the OS should be invoked. 

16. The method of claim 14, wherein the one or more 
methods for determining whether the call by the application 
to the OS API should be invoked include at least one method 
for determining whether a call by the application to the OS 
API for browsing to a specified uniform resource locator 
(URL) should be invoked. 

17. The method of claim 14, wherein the one or more 
methods for determining whether the call by the application 
to the OS API should be invoked include at least one method 
for determining whether a call by the application to the OS 
API for geographical location information accessible to the 
OS, camera data accessible to the OS, or microphone data 
accessible to the OS should be invoked. 

18. The method of claim 14, wherein the one or more 
methods for determining whether the call by the application 
to the OS API should be invoked include at least one method 
for determining whether a call by the application to the OS 
API for composing an email message or a short messaging 
service (SMS) message should be invoked. 
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19. A system, comprising: 
at least one processor; and 
a memory storing instructions that, when executed by the at 

least one processor, cause the system to: 
generate a stub for a proxy of an operating system (OS) 

application program interface (API) call; 
insert policy enforcement logic into the stub for the 

proxy of the OS API call: 
parse code of an application to identify one or more calls 

corresponding to the OS API call; and 
replace the one or more calls corresponding to the OS 
API call with a reference to the stub for the proxy of 
the OS API call. 

20. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media 
having instructions stored thereon, that when executed by one 
or more computers, cause the one or more computers to: 

generate a stub for a proxy of an operating system (OS) 
application program interface (API) call; 

insert policy enforcement logic into the stub for the proxy 
of the OS API call; 

parse code of an application to identify one or more calls 
corresponding to the OS API call; and 

replace the one or more calls corresponding to the OS API 
call with a reference to the stub for the proxy of the OS 
API call. 


